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PLACED OH

BECKER

iRE DAMAGED.
Aug. 9. The battle'

ship Nebraska ran on a uncharted
shoal near Newport R. "I., last night
and was so seriously damaged that
she has been ordered to dry dock at
the Boston navy yard. The flagship
Connecticut about the same time
broke her starboard crankkshaft and
has been ordered to Philadelphia for
repairs.
The navy department immedaitely
ordered the Nebraska to the Boston
THAL MURDER SHOWS SIGNS
navy yards for examinations. I(; is
OF WEAKENING ...
believed the ship has been seriously
injured and it may be necessary to
LIKELY TO
LEKIE1Y put her out of commission, replacing
her in the fleet with Bne of the reserve battleships.
.. .'.!:
THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY SAYS . An
Investigation will be made to
MAN
FROM
STATEMENT
locate the uncharted shoal, the existence of which in waters so crowded
WOULD GET GRAFTERS
with shipping is a great surprise to
naval officers. The Connecticut's ac.
BE MAOE cident was not serious. It resembled
that of las wfeek, to the battleship
The crankshaft of.rthe
ALLEGED OCCUPANTS OF "MUR. Mississippi.
broke.
engine
ACCUSED
TO BE

THE

OL TARIFF

SHIPS
Washington,

without taking advantage of the plain
oportunity thus substantially to re
MAY GIVE
duce unnecessary existing duties. 1
appeal to congress to reconsider the
measure which I now return without
UP.
my approval, and to adopt a substiretute therefor, making substantial
ductions below the rates of the present act, which the tariff board shows
possible, without destroying any established industry or throwing any
wage earners out of employment and POLICEMAN ACCUSED OF ROSEN

-

GRAFT

HE

LP

has been accepted with
IT IS TC3
EE SAYS
scarcely a , dissenting voice, by all
those amiliar with the problems disHE
MESSAGE
A
SPECIAL
IN
cussed, Including active representa'
tives of organizations formed In the
URGES CONGRESS TO TRY
Interest of the public and the conONCE AGAIN.
schedule

sumer."
The message was
drawn after a
conference between the president and
Chairman Emery of the tariff board.
It was submitted to the cabinet yesDUTIES, EXECUTIVE DECLARES,
at a special meeting. Reports
terday
SHOULD BE JUST HIGH
that two members of the president's
ENOUGH TO AFFORD IT..
official family urged him to approve
this measure were denied.
.

iissesjpeitecti:n
.

Washington, Aug. 9. For the second time within a year President
Taft today vetoed a bill to revise the
wool tariff Schedule K of the
law. The president returned
to congress the bill, evolved as a
compromise between the house and
senate, holding .that its low rates
would bring disaster to home industry. He appealed to congress,
not to adjourn until it had enacted a measure to substantially reduce unnecessary existing duties
"without destroying protection for the
"
wool industry in the United States.
of
the
The president's disapproval
wool bill is to be followed with similar vetoes of the steel, bill and the
cotton bill. The sugar bill is likely to be vetoed, as is the excise tax
probably on the
bill, the latter
believes it
that
the
president
ground
unconstitutional.
,"I stand by my pledgesi io maintain
a degree of protection to offset the
difference in cost of production here
Payne-Aldric-

how-eve-

h

r,

euperob
CALLS

ON

IB

EXPRESSES HIS SYMPATHY FOR
VICTIMS OF THE TRAGEDY
OF GERTHE
Bochui'V Germany,

Aug.. 9.

rErape- -

ror William and 'his brother. Prince
Henry of Prussia, arrived here today
and visited the injured survivors of
yesterday's mine disaster at Gerthe.
Subsequently the emperor, went to
several of the miners' cottages where
he exprssed his condolence with the
families of the victims of the accident Thus far 109 foodies have been
taken from the mine and eight men
still are missing and undoubtedly ara
dead. Two of the injured men died
'
last night

a.

of
ony bill reducing duties to this level,"
wrote Mr. Taft. While the present
bill and the one disapproved last year
were identical in terms, the president's reasons differed. He vetoed
the former because it had been fram-

mm

STEfituS

it.
CAD
OTJij

TO DO WITH THE PLEAS

TESTIFIES
BORDWELL
JUDGE
ed before the tariff board's report
REGARDING THE. M'NAMARA
had
said
it
,
the latter because he
TRIAL
been framed with disregard of the
board's findings.
"Most of tihe rates in the submitted
so
bill," wrote the "president, "are
low in themselves that if enacted into
law the inevitable result would be
irretrievable injury to the wool grow-inindustry, the enforced Idleness of
much of our wool combing and spinof
ning machinery, and of thousands
looms and the consequent throwing
out of employment of thousands of
workmen."
The bill sent to the White House
duty of," 29
Imposed an ad valorem
on clothing
and
wool
raw
on
tier cent
of 49 Per cent Both, rates, Mr. Taft
held, were insufficient to protect the
wool Hrower and the manufacturer, It
was predicted that the wool bill might
be oassed ,iby the house over Mr.
Taft's veto, but there was some doubt
as to Its fate in the senate., Republican leaders were inclined to beof
fail
would
passage
it
that
Ueve
there as it, did twelve months ago.
The president declared in bis mes
see
sage that he was anxious to
ana
downward
revised
K
Schedule
that "he would he glad to see con- press remain in session until a bill he
could consider proper was presented
the White House. He found it lm
possible, he said, in view of the plat
form on which he was elected, to apdeprove the submitted measure, but
clared one agreeable to his views had
heen drafted by minority members of
the house ways and means committee.
"T strongly desire to reduce duties,"
read the message, "provided only the
protective system be maintained ana
that industries now established D
not destroyed. It now appears from
tho tariff board's report and from
bills Introduced into the house, and
senate, that a bill may be drawn to
be within the requirements of protec
tion and still offer a reduction of 20
per cent, on most wools and from flve
per cent to 50 per cent on clothes. I
cannot act on the assumption that a
majority of either will refuse to pass
a bill of this kind. 1 therefore urge
npon congress that It do not adjourn
g

Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 9. Judge
Bordwell, who presided at the trial
of James B. McNamara, was called
today as a witness for the state in
the bribery trial of Clarence S. Dar- row, to impeach the testimony of Lin
coln Steffena, the magazine writer.
Steffena had testified that he had in
formed Judge Bordwell of the negotia
tions for the compromise pleas in
the McNamara case.. Considerable
feeling wan aroused at the time of
the denouement in that case by the
denunciation of Stiffens iby the judge,
who asserted that the writer bad nothing to do with the bringing about
tha compromise.
Judge Bordwell flatly denied
stand that Steffena had ever discussed with him the matter of the plea'w,
prior to the pleading of the McNa
mara brothers. With but three wit
nesses remaining, the prosecution 'n
the bribery trial of Clarence S. barrow expected to conclude its case in
rebuttal today. It was generally expected that tha prosecution would
make another attempt to Introduce in- to evidence the transcript of alleged
on-th- e

incriminating conversations between
and John R. Harrington.
Tho trial is now in its thirteenth
week and both sides apparently are
eager to conclude.- - With two days
;
given the defense , for
however, It Is not likely that the
case can go to the jury before the
week after next, as the defense has
indicated it would use three days
in final arguments.
According to Judge Bordwell, Stef- fents attempted to discuss the matter
with him upon one occasion, tout he
had) stopped the writer with the admonition that he could not talk about
the trial.
"He asked me if he could oome
back and talk about it and I told him
no," concluded the Judge.
On crosa examination the jurist- witness corroborated the testimony
of Steffena that, the latter bad shown
him an article published in a loeai
newspaper, prior to its publication, to
which he had suggested alterations.
,
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PRESIDENT, SECOND TIME IN 12
which I will promptly approve.
t
MONTHS, KNIFES THE
"Despite the efforts that have been
MEASURE.
made to discredit the work 'of the
tariff board, their report on this

'

MM

TWENTY

ALDERMEN

ARRESTED

TODAY IN DETROIT ON STATE
V
WARRANTS

ANOTHER SUGAR HEARING
Denver, Colo., Aug. 9. Taking of
testimony from Colorado beet sugar
men will be begun hsf e Monday
before ' Special Examiner
morning
Wilson ' B. Brice, in the government
proceedings in equity to dissolve the
sugar trust undor the Sher
law..
man anti-truJ." R.
Knapp, OoMthwaite H. Dorr
and Abel I. Smith, Jr., assistant Uni
ted States attorneys, of. New York, ADMINISTRATION WILL NOT
will conduct the hearing bete" for the
POSE SENATE'S PANAMA
arrived today
government, having
CANAL PROGRAM.
from Salt Lake City where a similar
hearing was oonducted. The hearing
in Denver will require two or three
,i I
days.

VILL GO TOLL
FREE

New York, Aug. 9. The Tombs
prison keepers seemed to think today
that Police' Lieutenant Becker was
on the point of breaking down and
there were' reports at the public prosecutor's office the police officer under indictment for the murder of
Rosenthal might
Gambler Herman
turn state's evidence.
District Attorney Whitman conferred with John P. Mclntyre, counsel
for the accused lieutenant, but said
no terms for a confession were dis
Mr. Whitman said:
cussed.
"I have hopes that Becker, who is
a shrewd man, may decide that his
best interests will require him to tell
the whole truth." If . he should do
that I would have to think over pret
ty carefully what my attitude should

IS SECliEEO

;.'

!

..-

civile ayay f.::ferty

PROPOSED

POLICY, IT . IS
LIEVED, WILL ATTAIN TO
THAT END.

THERE

IS DISCUSSION
AS TO
-WHETHER THEY SHOULD
ENJOY EXEMPTION.

he."

Wihile murder is a graver crime
than blackmail, it might be that I
would decide, In the event of a 'confession, to ask some clemency for
Becker. One of the greatest accora-- .
plishnwntai for the good of the com
munity , would be to find out who
are the blackmailers in the police department and to abolish forever that
treacherous and wicked system."
Mr. MMntyre expects to be out of
town until next Wednesday when he
will , re)turn and talk over matters
with his client. The grand jury is
said to have learned many things to
Becker
has
show that Lieutenant
made money very rapidly within the
In one savings
last few months.
hank Becker was found to have "f 3,- 000 on deposit, while the prosecutor
has been told of other savings' bank
accounts which will be Investigated
"'Bald Jack" Rose, in his confes
sion, says that Becker told him that
he cleaned up $80,000 in four months.
Within a few days the grand jury will
hand down about six additional inThe indictments will be
dictments.
Louis Rosenwelg,
drawn against
Harry' Horowitz,"
"Whitey" Lewis,
Frank Ciroficl, and probably Jack
Indictments
and Sam Schepps.
against police officials for grafting
'.'
will be done later.
Sul-va- n

Lieutenant Becker made a' brief
statement in his cell denying the
truth of reports that he contemplated
'

making a confession.
"I would like it to be understood,
once and for all," said Becker,, "that
to make for
I have no confession
the simple reason that I have, nothing
'
to confess. That will he proved very
I have mr day in court
when
clearly
I never felt betteT In my life and any
one who has the privilege of seeing
,.
.,
me will appreciate that."
Henry S- - Onrran, chairman of the
special committee of the board of al
dermen, who waS appointed to inves
tigate police conditions, .said today
that offers have teen received from
a number of gamblers who claim to
have paid for protection to appear
'before the committee and tell what
they knew about the situation. The
men say that "screws have been shut
down too hard" upon them and while
they have done the work and taken
the risk others have been reaping a
large proportion of their profits."
!'

STUEBS IS WINNER.
Aug(. 9. With reTopeka, Kan.,
turns (rom all of the 105 counties,
Stubbs
today
friends of Governor
claim his nomination to the Lnited
States senate in Tuesday's primaries.
Returns indicate that Stubbs has carried 92 of the 1G! legislative districts.

Washington, Aug. 9. The senate's- amendment to the Panama canal bill
to admit to United States registry
ships

lt

engaged in foreign trade only, and
pass them through the Panama canal
free of tolls, In all probability will
receive no opposition from the ad- kJVVi

:

Is some-

AMERICAN GETS JOB.
Mobile, Ala., Aug. 9. Minister of
War Odenz of Honduras announced
her$ today that President! Bonilla
has created the office of chief mili
tary aide in his government and that
Guy Maloney of New Orleans has
been appointed to the position. As a
fighter Maioney Is well known in
Central America. His skill with mabeen a big factor in
chine guns
)

several

,r'-r-

'.t ylnMon.

ARE FAVORABLE
DEPARTMENT
ISSUES

is said more arrests are to be based
entirely different evidence than
that which led to the arrest of nine
aldermen and the secretary of the
common council y committees, who
now. are at liberty on bail, facing
charges of receiving and conspiring to
receive bribe money for giving the
Wabash railroad city .property for
building purposes. The new evidence
is alleged to hav been obtained by
the prosecutor Investigating the city
administration for years back. The
prosecutor said he has struck many
new instances of graft, Unit refused to
say whether the evidence was attained from confessions by alderrotii
previously arrested. .
before
made
were
Fifteen arrests
noon. Eight of the aldermen also
face the original bribery
charges.
Those newly arrested were required
to furnish )$ 5,000 bonds and those
formerly taken into custody were released upon furnishing surety to the
amount of $2,000.
on

where off Block Island.

OF AGRICULTURE
ITS AUGUST ,
REPORT

Washington, Aug. 9. The. depart
ANOTHER TONG WAR.
ment of agriculture's August crop reSan Francisco, Augw 9. Because
i, .,
port follows:
pretty Lee Seem, a slave girl valued
Corn, condition 80.0; indicated acre at $4,500, was rescued' from a den
yield 26.0, estimated production
In a raid by th police Wednesday
and taken to a mission home,
evening
'
Winter wheat, preliminary estimate there ds portent of strife in San
acre yield 15.1 of total production, Francisco's Chinatown. The Tongs
590,000,000; quality 90.7.
are muttering, and the hatchet and
Spring wheat, condition 90.4; yield gun men of the societies are arming,
15.1; .production 290,000,000,
while the police squad in the quarter
Oats, condition 90.3; yield 31.9; is seeking the Tong leader who is
production 1,207,000,000;
quantity re- supposed to have been the owner of
on
34,872,000.
farm
maining
the girl. The Four Families TOng, of
Barley, condition 89.1; yield 26.7; which the girl's former master was a
production 202,000,000.
member, accused two others of the
Rye, acreage 2,097,000; preliminary Tong of having informed the mission
estimate of acre yield 16.9 of
of the girl's plight and the accused
25,000,000;
quality 94.0.
men were served with notice to apBuckwheat, condition 88.4; acreage pear and exculpate themselves or pres
835,000; yield 19.3; production 16,000,-oopare for death.
:

,

pro-uetio-n

..

,

St. Louis, Aug. 9 The official count
of the vote cast In Tuesday's pri
mary election will be necessary to de
termine whether Attorney General
Elliot W. Major or former Congress
man William1 S. Cowherd has won the
democratic nomination for governor.
On the face of late - returns from
country districts Major is now leadhundred
ing Cowherd by severa
votes.

F;;C5 F.SS!ir PASTY

Er;no

,

seijjte

ASKS THAT BODY TO AUTHORIZE
PUBLICATION OF ROOSEVELT
SPEECH
Washington, Aug. 9. The progres
sive party made ita formal bow today in the senate. Senator Poindex-ter- ,
as a memjber of the new party,
asked that Colonel Roosevelt's speech
at Chicago on August 6 be printed as
a public document
The request followed one that Sen
ator Root's speech of notification and
President Taft's speech of acceptance
also be printed as a .public document.
iSentor Culberwn had asked that Sen
ator James notification speech and
Governor Wood row Wilson's accept
ance be printed as another document.
All three requests were granted.

n

LE CONTE'S BODY FOUND.
Port Au Prince, Taiti, Aug. 9 The
body of the president of the Haitien
,
production 980,000,000.
Flax, condition 87.5; yield 9.4; pro- republic, General Cinclnatus LeConte,
who perished in the fire which deduction 28,000,000.
,.
the national palace, here yespro31.9;
stroyed
86.3;
condition
yield
Rice,
V
terday, was found today on the rion
duction 23,000,000.
v
auHay, condition 91.0; yield 1,49; pro- bed on which he had slept. The
thorities ;are making arrangements
duction 73,000,000.'
for a national funerai. The transfer- day, t
Apples, condition 65.8.
ence of powers to the new president,
TURKEY IS SHAKEN
General Tancaredo Auguste, who was
Aug. 9. A severe
Constantinople,
selected yesterday by the members
of the senate and chamber meeting in earthquake shock lasting about ten
TODAY IN
national assembly, was carried out seconds drove the populace here from
their houses Into the streets this
'
In perfect tranquility.'
morning. Many houses were violently shaken but the damages reported
Washington, Aug. 9 Senate: Met
COOK IS NOMINATED.
is small.
at 10 a. ra.
9.
President
Washington," Aug.
, railroad-owneships
to
keep-Fight
Taft sent to the senate today the nomLondon Detects Shock
from using the Panama canal resumination of John W. Cook to be regisThe earthquake
London, Aug. f
ed with consideration of the Panama
ter of the land office at Lander, Wyo. recording Instruments at stations In
bill.
England today indicated that a sevSenator Kenyon's bill to compel Jail
WIRELESS.
REGULAiTE
ere earthquake was in progress. The
TO
t
law violators
sentences for
9. The senate seismograph at West .Bromwich obAug.
Washington,
the
calendar.
placed upon
bill to regulate wireless telegraphy servatory recorded a violent shock at
Met at noon.
House:
President Taft's veto of the wool passed the house today and now goes 1:35 a .m., which was estimated to
to the president. The legislation was have occurred at about the distance
hill received with a message.
of the Azores.
Radio communication bill taken up. inspired by the Titanic disaster.

.;;.;
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mitted to the idea. In his last annual
report he recommended the passage
of a. bill for the admission of foreign- built ocean steamships to American
registry to engage solely In foreign
trade. This, he believed, would be
the beginning of an American mer
chant marine, extending shipping un
der the United States flag In trade
with South and Central America and
.
the West Indies.
The provision, it is said, probably
o
would not ' affect
or
trans-Pacifas there
commence,
would be no Incentive for such ships
to assume the obligation of American
registry. The right of free passage
through the canal, however, It ia f aid .
today by officials or the department
of commerce
and labor, probably
would bring all the lines engaged In
traffic between the countries ct the
western hemisphere but flying flags,
under the Stars and Stripes. The
United Fruit companies and the New
York and Pacific Navigation companies were cited as instances. ,
With a vote on the Panama canal
bill and all amendments to it set for
5 o'clock this afternoon, the senate
began final consideration of the meas
ure with a renewal of the fight
ships. The
ag,lnst jrallroad-ownecommittee amendment providing that
a railroad-ownevessel might pass
through the canal provided 50 per
cent of its cargo was destined to for
eign pojrts, was the chief subject of
; '
discussion.
,
' Senator Burton of Ohio declared a
prohibition against railroad owned
ships from using the canal would re
strict the full development of the
waterways. The fear that railroads
could drive out all other ships and ultimately control rates could be fully
met by adequate laws, he said.
Senator Kenyon asked Senator Bur
ton whether he believed the point had
trans-Atlanti-

ic

d

d

;

,

Roosevelt Reaches New York
New
York, ; Aug.. 9. Theodore
Roosevelt and party arrived here
from Chicago at 9:50 today on the
Twentieth Century limited. A cheering crowd greeted the colonel. He
went at once to his editorial office. been reached in American develop
monopoly
As Colonel Roosevelt left the Grand ment where a regulated
Central station, accompanied by Mrs. must be recognized in railroad devel
Roosevelt, his nephew, George Ham-WiRooseVelt and Ernest Abbott, he
remarked that he had,, had a "fine
trip." He showed no sign of fatigue
and seemed happy. He will remain
at his office until 3 o'clock when' he
will depart for Oyster Bay. ';
The state convention of the progres
sive party will be held in Syracinse
September 5 and 6, it was learned to-

87.8;
White; potatoes, condition
yield 100.7; production 371,000,000.,
Tobacco, condition 82.8; yield, 820.6;

BE-
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thought here that the fleet

OP-

,

KEW EVI1EKCE

stai-boar- d

DER CAR"
IN FORMAL MANNER

fi

Sill ii

AMERICAN

SAYS
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
THE "EDUCATED, BURGLAR"
HE HAS BEEN MAKING THOR
Chicago, Aug. 9. Jacob Foy Guth
OUGH INVESTIGATION
ria, termed "the educated burglar and
forger," who Is accused of stealing
more than $200,000 worth, of property,
was held 'to the grand Jury today- - in
IL.i
bonds of $37,500 on .11 complaints.
examination and
Guthrie waived
ACCUSED' MEN SAID TO HAVE
cell in the conn
a
to
was
assaigned
MADE PRESENT TO WABASH
Person whose property was
I
ty
jail.
RAILROAD
stolen visited police headquarters in
Newport Didn't 'Hear of It.
9.
an effort to identify their belongings
Captain
Newport, ;R. I., Augv
William M. Caperton, commander of
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 9. Sensational from the mass of articles found In
the Narragansett Bay naval station, developments in the local aldermanic Guthrie's hiding place.
said he- - heard today from Rear Ad graft scandal occurred today when
anmiral Osterhaus, commander-in-chie- f
(Shepard
ProsjeWuting Atto-neof the 'Atlantic fleet, and that no nounced that before night about 20 OFFICIAL COUNT IS
mention was made of any accident to aldermen would be arrested on charg
the battleship Nebraska and flagship es of conspiracy to defraud the city
REEDED IN OISS0URI
Connecticut.
So far as Known no in connection with their official pos
wireless message concerning the Ne- sitions.
The nine aldermen recently arrest DEMOCRATIC RACE FOR GUBERNbraska or the Connecticut had been
ATORIAL NOMINATION IS
picked up by the wireless stations ed on a similar charge also are in
CLOSE
new
It
arrests.
20
coast.
is
Rhode
cluded
the
It
Island
the
among
along

IlICTOTrTO

and Vice Are a
Menace; Swat
'Em Both.

CITY EDITION
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"That is practically it," said Senator Burton.
"I believe we are near the parting
of the, ways," said Senator Kenyon.
"where we must decide between competition for railroads,;, or combinations' held under the' contjrol of the
government." Senator Burton said he
did not favor absolutely free use of
the' Panama canal by railroad-ownesteamships. He favored coritrol by the
interstate commerce commission of
ships owned or controlled by raild

roads.

The granting of free tolls to American vessels engaged in foreign trade,
approved yesterday by the senate,
was attacked foy Senator Lodge as
Hkfilv tn ha construed hv foremen na.
tlons as a violation of existing trea-ties.
"This is hound to raise serioua
questions with other countries,", he
'

aid.

:

;He opposed the sweeping restrictions of the Panama bill, as it passed
the house, against the control of
steamship lines by railroads.
(Continued

on Page Four)
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PALACE

ESCRIBED

eit action amongst the Pueblos. This
gave the Spanish time to learn of
their plans and concentrate at Santa
Fe lor defense.
Oterule was governor at this, time
and it was on August 19, 1680, hat he
ordered 47 of the rebellious Indians
shot in front of the palace to put a
damper on the Indians' rebellious

IS
BY

BiilllT

spirit.
This Instead of having the desired
OLD BUILDING IN ITS PALMY effect seemed to (have the opposite.
DAYS WAS A STRUCTURE
By thiB time all the Spanish from fif-- t
OF MUCH BEAUTY.
miles around had congregated in
the Old Palace and were in a state
Santa Fe, while not, the oldest city of defense. The Indians attempted to
In the United States,' is old even carry the Palace by assault but were
when compared to cities of Europe. repulsed. .They then cut off the wat
For instance, our city was founded er supply which seems to have come
ninety-eigh- t
years before the capital from a small creek or rito which had
oi ttussta, St. Petersburg, says the Its source in a spring where the SisSanta Fe New Mexicanu.
ters' chapel now stands.
After the water supply was taken
Shakespeare lived for eleven years
after the completion of the Old Pal- the Spanish, left the Palace and reace. Bacon did his best work In treated toward El Paso. The Indians

SERVICE

FOREST

es

CI

fe

YOU TELL US

ANY MAN'S SUIT IN THE HOUSE

WHAT THIS

$9.98

IS?

FIND

This includes all that is left from our Spring and Summer Lice of Men's Cloihkj,
worth from $15.00 up.
.

CLIFF THE PLOT WAS (MIS)LAID IN THE
DISCOVERS PROOF THAT
DARK AND DREARY NIGHT:
DWELLERS WERE A RACE
"WHO" WROTE IT.
OF DWARFS
'

I

Vonlen's Coals, Suits, Silk Dresses, FJillinery end Parasol

Paul
Mystery' surrounds a communicaSilver City, N. M., Aug.
m mm
tion received by The Optic and signed
forest
of
the
service,
P( Pitbclynn
while" on a tour of inspection of the by a person named "Who", doubtless,
cliff dwellings on the upper Gila, judging from his name, the wisdom
Wool and Lingerie Dresses, Wool Skirts and
All Women's Waists, including an excellent
of his writing and the depth of his
which have been set aside as a
a
of
member
Owl
wit,
the
are
and
Lawns
monument
at
family.
protected
Figured
variety of Silk and Lingerie Garments at
This belief is strengthened by the
by the officers of the forest service,
V
discovered an) ancient mummy in a fact that the joke of the story is kept
TillTID
IZ
OFF.
In the dark, a place to which the Owl
good state of preservation. As thr
mummy waa partially exposed it was family enjoys repairing. The story
would be a good one if it only bad a
1605, the year the palace was tmilt,
practically destroyed the entire city taken upV carefully boxed, and gent
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Pepsin acts gently on the atom- - fenseless, well meaning little thing,
still opening the mall "I can open The following call was authorized
partment of general athletics has when the examinations will be held, "bottled up" the surviving warships aoh, liver and bowels .without
and now she turned around and lookby
griping
the letters and sort the mail, any- the committee:
been more or less subordinated by but supposedly in September.
in Hampton Roads and effected a or other
discomfort, bringing relief ed at him so squarely and unflinchingway."
other duties. This year a real live
The marine service is considered successful landing of 100,000 invaders In an easy, natural manner. It can ly as she admitted that the letter was
At a meeting of the' state central
Tom forgot all about Billington.
still missing that Grenoble was speechathletic director is to be placed In especially good, and by many, equal near New Bedford, Mass,, with the be used with
committee
of the republican party of
"I want to have a talk with you,
perfect safety by the
charge and the field sports of all to the regular army and navy the intention of invading and occupying most delicate woman or child, and less.
New Mexico regularly held pursuant
"1
Miss
will
start
said.
he
Drake,"
The fact wag that Mary Drake's
kinds thoroughly systematized and rank and pay being practically 'he New York.
out with you tonight when you go. I to call therefor at the city of Santa
s
yet is equally effective for the strong simple, childlike frankness and
can't talk easily in this office."
In accordance with the theoretical est constitution. Mild,
managed by a scientific director. An same.
old
Fe, state of New Mexico, on August 8,
disarmed
more
had
once
to
pleasant
effort will be mad to organize the
Somehow Tom thought that It 1912, it is ordered that
events
of
the
Grenoble.
pre
Imaginary;
The
little
and
stenographer's
history
a delegate
take,
Inexpensive, it is the ideal
would be easier to make Mary undercadets so that every one will be an
smile had
again to be her
convention of the republican party
ceding the actual beginning of the family laxative.
By cleansing tin surest meansproved
she
from
office
stand
the
that
away
in
of
active member and participate
war ame. the Invading army drove bowel tract thoroughly and eliminat
be held at the city; of Albuquerque,
Still she searched with unruffled would have to leave, but before the
some field game.
back the American army and forced it ing the foreign matter and poisons
N. M, at noon, on the 12th day of
setcame
had
decided
to
he
serenity through the files, and still evening
Whie the director employed Is
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
to concentrate near Boston. In an that irritate and inflame, it will
Grenoble stood torn between real an tle the problem of discharging Mary September, 1912, for the purpose ot
quick
Drake In a way that made him long nominating one candidate for
probably one of the very best football
engagement supposed to have been ly check summer diarrhoea and re ger and compassion.
repre
with all his being for five o'clock to
coaches to be secured he will not
"I do wish I could find that letter,
taken place on August 5, the Amerl- store normal conditions.
sentative in. the Sixty-thircongress
to
come.
was
he
It
branch
strange,
to
thought
whole
his
time
devote
that
the
In a conversational
of the United States and three presiHarry Lauder is to make a tour can troops were defeated and com
Druggists sell Dr. Caldwell's Syrup tone.girl murmured
himself, that he had not thought of
of athletics, but will keep the entire through the south.
dential electors, and the transaction
pelled to retire via Worcester, to jPepsin for fifty cents a. bottle a
this
solution
before.
At this moment Tom Wayne, Grestudent body at! work during recreaEdwin Arden has been engaged for ward Albany, its new base, vigorous
That' night when Mary Drake walkt of such other business as may regu-lar- y
size costs one dollaw noble's clever young assistant, came
larger,
family
tion hours throughout the entire ses- the cast of "An Aztec Romance."
In the Get a bottle and keep it in the
come before it. The- 'several
ly pursued by the enemy.
house; Into the office and his eyes fell from ed from the office with Tom Wayne
sion.
Herbert Waterous Is to, be the Will meantime the enemy pushed one of it will save many times its cost lu force of the habit Xh&t he had been through the busy crowded streets he countlqs of the state are entitled to
Mr. A. A. Stagg who is in charge of Scarlet of "Robin Hood" next season. its divisions westward to obtain contold her the secret of his love, and elect one
doctor bills. A free trial bottle, post- acquiring for the last few weeks on as
delegate for each 100 votes
be told it she looked Into his eyes
the division of physical culture and
the figure ot the pretty stenographer.
Alexandra Carlisle will playUhe ti- trol of all important junction points paid, can be obtained by
or
fraction
above 50 cast for; the reto
of
and
confidence
writing
Then he saw Grenoble, pale and strug with such a spirit
athletics in the University of Chicago tle role in the English production ot along the New York, New Haven and Dr. W. B.
candidate
for governor at the
publican
Caldwell, 406 Washington
that Tom wondered
gling with suppressed irritation, and companionship
has had Mr. Rademacher under his "Everywoman."
Hardford railroad in Connecticut and street, Monticello, Illinois.
election
,
simNovember
held
to
love
he
her
had
7, 1911, and
hesitated
'
why
had
he
knew that something
gone
charge for the past four years and
Hale Hamilton will play the lead to cut off the water supply of New
ply because she was an Inefficient lit- one delegate at large in addition
wrong.
recommends him as follows:
;
thereto. Upon which basis of repreMiss Drake was the first to break tle working girl.
ing role in Charles Klien's dramatiza York City. Today, on the day before will form the principal seat of the
,"Mr. Billington landed this after- sentation the
the
silence.
''First, I may say that Mr. Rade- tion of "The
the beginning of the war game, the imaginary
war.
delegates to said conAmple provisions
the
will be at the office
macher is a man of very fine charac"Please, Mr. Wayne," she said ap noon, and In
Rita Stanwood will be the prima enemy is supposed to have begun the have been made for the
vention
as follows: Bernalillo,
be
will
of
first thing
the morning," he told
pealingly, without looking at him,
ter and the kind of a man who will donna of "My Best Girl," of which landing of a second expedition of the troops in the field and feeding
ambulance "can't you think where I might have her, "so you had better not turn up 19; Chaves, 7; Colfax 17; Curry, 4;
have a good influence on the! boys. Clifton Crawford will, be the star.
The signal and hospital corps will accom100,000 men at New Bedford.
there again. It won't be so hard, Dona Ana, 14; Eddy, 5; Grant, 12;
put that order from Smith's. You see
hostile
Second, he has had a long and
"expedition
George Hobart is writing a play for first
passed pany both armies through their va Mr. Grenoble wants to have it right having to leave now, will It, little Guadalupe, 11; Lincoln, 8; Luna, 4;
preparation in athletics, par- Bernard Granville, who Is to be star- through Worcester in pursuit of the rious operations In the field, as they away and It will take all the after- girl? Everything I have is yours, now, McKlnley, 6; Mora, 15; Otero, 6;
main body of the American troops re- naturally would in case of an actual noon tor me to look In every folder and you must not worry about the Quay, 9; "1110 Arrlbaj 20; Roosevelt,
ticularly in football in which he has red next season by A. H. Wood.
In this cabinet
It Isn't where It salary. We will talk that over later." 4; Sandoval, 6; San Juan, 5; San Miplayed during four years of high
"Bunty PullB the Strings" has been tiring on Springfield. The American war.'
As they walked Tom noticed that
ought to be and I can't think where I
school and four years of university running in' London one year and is troops near New York City are supwere still walking up the bright- guel, 30; Santa Fe, 18; Sierra, 6;
they
oould
have
it"
put
life. He was captain of the University still playing to packed houses.
posed to be rushed toward Danbury
and when Socorro, 22; Taos, 14; Torrance, 10;
f
Of course, the letter wu found. ly lighted thoroughfare,
of Chicago team last fall. He has
The new musical cofedy for Kolb' and Bridgeport, while a detachment of
home
see
asked
he
her
to
Mary pro- Valencia, 19; total, 315.
Tom Wayne himself helped the girl
I
tested.
also been a member of our track and Dill, the western comedians, is the hostile army took possession of
All notices of contest shall be subhad
files
for
look
It
the
It
- LABOR WORLD NOTES.
through
Jgi
"Don't be ashamed, little girl," he mittedin
team during the last two years. He called "The Grocer and the Shoemak- Waterbury.' The enemy is supposed
of
Drake'
Miss
mlsfiled
been
'
fault,
writing setting forth the
I
is a mature man and very consoles er."
course and even Mr. Wayne realized said. "Come, I Insist"
to be hampered in its advance toward
of
contest and must be1 filed
ground
led
"Come, then," said Mary, and
then that Miss Drake would have to
tious in every thing he does. I can
Edward Paulton and Charles Brad- Newj York by the scarcity of rolling
with the secretary of the state cento
section
business
the
the
way
past
oth
several
this
The next convention of the Western leave, for
error, and
heartily recommend him."
and
ley have written an Irish drama, "The stock, concentrated in Boston
ers which had not been ot so great the brilliantly lighted fashionable res- tral committee in Albuquerque at
Mr. Stagg has been in charge of Rose of Kildare," in which Fiske
New York City and by some second Federation of Miners will be held at
Tom fairly gasped least two days before1 the meeting of
moment, only went to prove that the idential section.
will star.
physical culture and athletics at the
ary American naval craft on the Hud Hancock, Mich.
said Convention. All county convn- little woman was as useless on the as she led the way up the wide brown-ston"
The shops' act, passed'' by "parlia Bles as she had been at typewriting,
Vt" m veYSfiflToT Chicago for many years
steps of Billington's, houser
J. Hartly Manners has written a son, - ready to Interfere with transtions must be held not late
than
"I am not Mary Drake," he heard September 7, 1912.
Inter portation over the shore line of the ment in London, secures to the clerks 3t stenography, or at the office tele
and Is recognized as one of the fore- one-ac- t
play, "The Woman
a weekly half holiday.
where, after a the girl at his side saying as they (Signed)
phone switchboard,
most men in athletics, if not the venes, in which Florence Roberts de N. Y., N. H. and H. railroad.
week, she ,had proved herself Incap stood before the front door. "I am
A law has been passed in Denmark
"
recomLos
in
in
His
best
VENCEISLAO JARAMULLO,
America.
Angeles.
very
cently appeared
Such in brief, is supposed to be the
of Vivian Billington. I have been playwhich the government makes able of mastering the mechanism
mendations are thoroughly reliable
on.
Among the promised productions situation tomorrow, when the great under
went
Chairman.
of
a
she
the
and
the wires
spy,"
ing
part
plugs.
HERBERT W. CLARK,
and his men are noted for quality of the coming season is a comedy war game, in which the New England loans to farm laborers who desire to
"See here, Wayne," Grenoble said "You know how father hated to leave
become
small
farmers..
to his young assistant that afternoon his office even for a day, and this
from
and efficiency.
the "German, entitled "The militia, about eight thousand strong,
Secretary.
The International Miners' congress, when they had finished discussing the summer when he needed a rest so
In securing Mr. Rademacher as Guardsman." It Is by the auhor of
No other business was attended to
suported by about 2,000 of the regI hit on this plan. I knew
much
of
the
business
very
"you
in
day,
closed
Important
a
Amsterdam, adopted
athletic director the instittue is in- "The Devil."
the committee, the attendance be-ular army, including infantry, caval- just
will have to discharge that Miss he didn't like to leave because he by
sured of a splendid coach and a caWilliam Brady has produced a num ry and artillery, will represent the resolution in favor of the principle Drake. I have tried a half dozen thought things would go wrong while ing small, although every county was
pable man in all branches of athle- ber of new plays during the spring "Red" or invading army, while the that five days' work is sufficient for times and somehow she doesn't seem he was away. One day he said he represented in person or 'by proxyl
to understand. The first time I told would go if he had a son to leave in
tics.
and summer and as nearly every one militia of i New York and New Jersey, a week's work of miners.
85 ciga? factories, her to go she. was so nice about it his office while he was away to watch
has
Philadelphia
Mr. Rademacher will be one of the of them proved a success, he has de also
supported by regulars, which rep"I was cured of diarrhoea by one
hun- that I promised to let her try another things and let him know Just what
regular officers of the institute, but cided to continue them during the resents the defensive force, will be- employing 6,411 persons. Fifteen
dose
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
him
I
postwas
told
when
Then
week.
her
that
keep
e
constantly
doing
of these, or
will devote the major portion of his coming season, at leastj for a while. gin in all seriousness to continue for dred and eighty-threshe had shown no Improvement she ed by wireless and cablegram and let- and Diarrhoea Remedy," writes M. E.
25
are
children
cent,
per
time to organization and coaching "Th.e' Best People," which met with ten days. In all there will be more practically
ter as only one of his own family Gebhardt, Oriole, Pa. There is nothpleaded so earnestly to stay that
ing better. For sale by all dealers.
athletic sports. He will also have success in Chicago, is one of the than twenty thousand men in the field under 16 years.
turned the telephone boy into an office could do.
The total number of men employed boy and gave her a try at the tele
the
would
I
take
him
"I
told
place
regular classes in physical culture, plays. Another, a farce by Philip'
at this year's maneuvers, including
in the coal mines of the United phone, but you know how impossible of a son so he had me sent through
SHE GETS DIVORCE.
which is an entirely new departue
Miss the
entitled "Little
regulars, being the Fifth United
there. Then it was on the tho agency and, as you know, I didn't
N. M, Aug. 9. Breaking
for the institute.. The very fact that Brown," was well received when pro- iStates infantry, the Tenth United States in 1911 was 722,322, of which she was she
Gallup,
Bles and
has failed. I have tried know the first thing about anything,
down on the witness stand here yesRademacher was for four years un- duced in Cleveland a short time ago. States cavalry, composed of colored 172,585 worked" in the mines of the again to
I
to
but
I
her
don't
know
my
be
did
keep
but
enough
discharge
der Stagg arid was captain of the Chi- with Emily Stevens in the ' leading troopers and two batteries of the anthracite region of the state f lieve she quite understood me. To eyes open and to stick to my Job, even terday afternoon, Mrs. Carman, wife
Pennsylvania.
tell you the truth, Wayne, she Is so when you and old Grenoble tried to of James M. Carman, a prominent
cago team last year places Mm far part James Montgomery's
"Ready Third United States field artillery
The Master Builders' association of near the age of my own daughters discharge me. I think I might have merchant of this place, recited beabove any athletic man ever connect- Money," and "Just, Like John,'. the
Bliss
H.
General
Tasker
Brigadier
New York declares' that while women that I haven't the heart to tell her done my work better if I had not had tween sobs the story of her troubles
ed with one of the southwestern new! .drama by George Broadhurst,
who so ably handled the Red and will be admitted to its trade school brutally to go. But I think it would to spend so much time when you were
with Carman,
whom she was suing
, schools.
will also be continued.
not around keeping the run ot the
Blue war game in southeastern Mas
will attend be easy enough for you; Mr. BillingCarman
The outlook for next session is exJohn Cort will have two new the- sachusetts in 1909, and who is in soon to be opened, they
ton will be back In a day or so and he business to let father know what you f"r a decree of divorce.
only to learn the business side of would never stand for any one like were
cellent and a great year is predicted atres next season, one in New York
fought the case from every angle, but
doing.".
will
'
Miss Drake."
building'work.
for the N. M. M. I., in all departments. and another in Boston. The list of command of the eastern division,
"Then it has all been a game," Tom was defeated, Judge Raynolds grant(have general charge of the campaign.
There is to be opened in Cincin
True, indeed, thought Wayne. Mary Wayne began, as he studied the girl's ing a decree to Mrs. Carman, togethe
The institute for the past four years his attractions includes Mme.
He will have his headquarters at nati a
club for working Drake" would have to leave before face. "You have been using us you with a settlement of property. It is
Tia-been recognized as one of Amerin "The Gypsy;" Mrs. Leslie
return. One of the se- have been imposing on our sympathy
ica's distinguished schools, and there Carter in a comedy from the German, Bridgeport and will have the assist girls. They are to be given rooms at Billington's
crets of the great financier's success and now your father is home you are understood Mirs. Carmian receives
30 majors and captains from the cost ot
ance
of
while
their
a
is no reason why it should not be the name of which has not yet been
fl week,
$5,000 In- cash and an equity In propand meals will cost 35 cents' a day. It was his ability to choose his employes. through with us? You have been very
the leading school in athletics as well announced; "The- - Glassblowers,'' a the regular army, and the First
Now for the first time since he had clever, Miss Billington, and I con- erty owned by Carman in New MexSecond regiments of cavalry. The is to be-- "real home" and no profits. been in business he had consented to
as in other departments.
ico and California,
The trial was of
new opera by John Philip Sousa with
gratulate you sincerely."
"Red" or invading army wilPbe un
A new profession has been taken go away and had sailed for Europe for
Why, Tom," Vivian's two smau a sensational, nature and was held
The physical training as regularly book and lyrics by Leonard Liebling;
der command of Major General Fred up by women in the South American a few months of rest Before he had hands were held out before her. b ahind closed
daors, the court excludenforced under the military system "Ransomed," a new play by Theodore
erick A. Smith, now in command of cities. On the trolley cars, even in gone he had suggested that a new "Tom, dear, it has all been a game
"
front
room
all spectators, only
the
ing
be
keeps the students in far better con- Burt Sayre and Cleveland Rogers ; "C. the
to
employed
lighten but this, and this is the realest thing
department of Missouri. The the busier streets, the female con- stenographer
and witnesses be'n-- presof the hardworking women In the whole world."
attorneys
tasks
dition and develops them to a..mwb O. D" a farce by Frederick Cha-pithe
beprimary object of the maneuver
has long been an Important in the office during the, summer
ent besides court officials and the
greater extent than the ordinary
"The Rose of Panama," a very ing the instruction of the organized ductor
in
the rapid transit situation months. Miss Drake was the result
factor
to Wagner.
principal.
school, but with' a regular and com- new Viennese operetta and several
Turning
Norway
she had come from
of the suggestion
militia, a large number of officers of of these cities.
,
.
petent athletic man regularly on the minor productions.
'One of the last European countries
the regular army have been detailed
There are one million children un- the employment agency the day after to accept Richard Wagner," says a let"In what respect do you complain
for
end
the
first
left,
time
to act as observers, umpires and in- der the age of 16 years employed in Billington
Christlania, "is Norway. To
of
history an employe of Billington's ter from ears
being overtaxed " asked the per- structors of the militia taking part Industries in the United States, in in
it seems queer that, de
was chosen without his personal Inter- foreign
i
sausive
campaign.er.
this country has
in the war game. Each organization addition to another million in agri- view. Surely,
!'
thought Tom Wayne, spite its high culture,
"Well," replied Farmer Corntossel,
of the militia of the size of a batta-lia- culture, only a pantx of whom are for the goo 1 of Miss Drake she would never become acquainted with the
works of the great German master. handing; him several pages of litera
will have at least one regular working on the farm to help' their par- have to be discharged before BilllngMalaria la a species of blood poverty known as Anaemia; the circulation
cause Is known full well to us ture "chiefly In respect to my credu
The
return.
ton's
becomes so weak and Impure that it is unable to supply "the system with, officer as instructor" during the whcjle ents.
was with thoughts of the cool, Norwegians. We have only one large lity." '
It
sufficient nourishment and strength to preserve ordinary health. In the campaign.
The telephone girls of Springfield, deliberate manner of the great chief theater in the realm, the National,
The entire campaign has been plan- Mass., have organized a union with
first stages of Malaria the complexion grows pale and sallow, the appetite
that Tom Wayne came In this city. There we have had occaBillington
"Is that celebrated food and drug
seasons of a few nights,
is affected, the system grows bilious, and there is a general feeling of weak- ned with a view to giving all the or- 259 members. They will affiliate with into the outer office that
night in- sional opera
ness. A3 the circulation becomes more thoroughly saturated with the ma ganizations taking part an opportuon discharging Mary Drake. He at which never more than two operas expert doing anything at present?"
Labor.
tent
of
American
Federation
the
larial infection, the digestion is deranged, cmna
walked deliberately toward her try- were performed.. We had a season of asked the chairman.
and fever come and go, skin diseases, boils, sores nity for reconnaissance work, scout- Officials of the telephone company
not to look at her face for fear Aida' and one of Carmen, and now
"Not that I know of," replied the
and ulcers break out. and the entire health becomes ing and contact with the enemy. The say they are not opposed to the move, ing
one of her disarming we look forward to six performances treasurer.
of
catching
n,
will
be
cured
be
op smiles. He drew a chair beside
kept busy every day, but will treat union and
by removing troops
impaired. Malaria can only
her of 'Lohengrin,' and Norway will have
"Well maybe we'd bettjer see if we
the germ8 from the blood. S. S. S. destroys every making and breaking camp, marching, erators alike.
desk where she sat working on the Joined the Wagner ranks."
v
can't
retain him to make sure "that
J particle of malarial Infection and builds up the skirmishing, reoonnoitering,
facand
etc.,
American women employed in
files, and explained to her in a low
no tainted money gets into our camI blood to a strong nourishing condition. Then the the task will not be an easy one In tories
monotone
Explained.
her
that
services
on
the
more
paid
are
far
genorously
,,,.m, ,.i 4 system receives its proper amount of nutriment, view of the fact that the line of atI wonder," said Ascum, "what is paign fund.
had proved worse than useless.
for their work than their sisters em- files
sallow complexions grow ruddy and healthful, the
"You may as well go home at the meaning of this 'class hatred" so
will
be
tack
extendlong,
in
Euro
unusually
and
vocations
liver and digestion are rented
every symptom
ployed in similar
once," he said. "There will be no many orators spout about nowadays."
"They say that fashions change
of Malaria passes. awav. S. S. S. cures in every ing practically from the southern line pean factories, according to reports more to do."
"Ain i you wise w man - exclaimed
20' Refers."
case because it purifies the blood. S. S. S. !s a safe and pleasant remedy of Massachusetts to New York Cityv made to the dopartmetn of commerce
"I know that I have failed," said Spoarty. "That's the feelin' that two every
"Yes," replied
Senator Sorghum,
as well as an efficient one. Book on the buxVand any medical advice free. Presumably the less densely settled and labor by United States consuls Mary, looking at him out of those pugilists in the same class has for
"but 20 years is a long time to keep
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
each other."
portions of .the state of Connecticut stationed at various European cities. frank blue eyes, "and I am sorry."
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and older men and women, have used
It as a means of carrying on flirta
tions and to get letters that they do
ESTABLISHED 1879
not want addressed to their homes
and offices.
,
Publised By
DE
This, in the eyes of the postmaster
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
general, is contrary to public morals
(Incorporated)
Accordand should be discouraged.
ingly every postmaster In the country
M. PADGETT. ........ . .EDITOR
has been . authorized,
to, demand a
good reason in writing of every person desiring to have correspondence RAILROADS DECLARE THEY WILL
DISCONTINUE THE SALE
delivered at the general delivery win'
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a ''good"
Just what wiU
Entered .t the ixistoffice
t East reason is probablycpnstltute
to be left to the
Las Vegas, New. Mexico, for transmis
discretion of the individual postmas
sion through the United States mails ters. And
Jiere, t would seem, He
as second class matter.
possibilities of difficulty. The young
woman, for' Instance,, who is being
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
wooed by a young man.whose suit is
uaiiy, oy tamer;
not approved at home , will probably
Per Copy ......
...t .05 consider
a very, ''good"- reason
One Week
.............. .15 why She that,
should ,be, allowed , to get
One Month
....J,......., .65 letters at the general delivery. But
One Year
7.50
the postmaster, who .may have a sim
Dally by Mall
ilar case in, his pwn. family, may see
One Year
.$6.00 the matter ih
f different light.
3.00
eiz Months
Undoubtedly a .paterial. government
may ,be pardoned, fpr ..desiring to, aid
in the promotion of .public morality.
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But Cupid will not be denied simply
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because
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There
1.00 postof fice without a reson.
Six Months
are other addresses to which they can
be sent and many places where trysts
(Cash In Advance for Mail Subscrip can be held.,,.., ,,.,
;t
On the Whole It does- not seem as
tions)
llemit toy draft, check ".'or'- money though the postoffice department were
order. If sent otherwise we will not quite warranted in , taking the step
be responsible for losa.
:. that it has done. ,. No existing, evils
Specimen copies free on applica are likely to be done away with, and
tion.
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caused to travelers who have no
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Cheyenne,; Wyo., Aug. 9. Certain
officials of the Colorado, and Fuel and
Iron company are accused either of
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A NEW VISION OF II ELL
It might be more reassuring
,

1

'

for

those Interested in knowing what sort
of a place Is reserved for the wicked
after death if John Armstrong Chaloner had been permitted to describe
more than merely the audience cliam- ber of his Satanic majesty. The picture which, he gives us of this room,
wlt'H Its walls of rubies, diamonds
and sapphires, la attractive enough,
yet doubt Is allowed to linger as to
the furnishings and other appurtenof the tranances of the Iiving-roomsient and permanent guests.
The fact that Chaloner's information came to him through "graphic
automatism" from the spirit of one
Thomas Jefferson Miller, a former
Confederate officer and member of
the Manhattan club of New York,
will undoubtedly be considered by
many persons an evidence of authen
ticity. Certatinly Miller, who was on
the opposite side of General Sherman,
ought to know what hell is, and as a
New York clubman it is reasonable
to assume that his ' present "address
Is the correct one.
According to the message which
Chaloner gives the world from his
former friend,' the kingdom of sin
would seem to be a very tolerable
place in which to live. At any rate,
the precious stones which ornament
the audience chamber of the Prince
of Darkness would seem to give to
that place very much the same aspect ascribed to heaven with its pearly gates and streets of gold.
The floor of marble that has the
quality of taking on the color of whatever stands upon or flies over it is
another interesting touch in the vision. With cherubs and seraphs flitting back and forth, changing the
color alternately to red, and blue, a
kaleidoscopic effect is no doubt produced that would be worth going far
?f'
to see.
not
to be told
is
disappointing
It
more about this interesting place.
The glimpse into the audience chamber, with Satan presiding and looking
like Napoleon Bonaparte at the apex
of his power, cries out for another
and completer picture.' But perhaps
Mr. Chaloner intend to give us this
Jn time, even if he' has to go there
for it.
o
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CUPID AND THE POSTOFFICE.
Postmaster General Hitchcock, havdeficit Into a
ing turned the postal
for new
surplus, Oias looked about
found one
has
and
conquer
to
worlds
delivery window.
iht,
It appears, the gen
some
time,
For
oral delivery service, estaousnea tor
who
the convenience of transients
in the citaddress
permanent
no
have
has been
ies where they do not live,
Young men and maidens.

abused.

misrepresenting to stockholders the
property hoidjngs.pf the corporation
in' this state," or of attempting to deprive the state of $103,526 in taxes
in 1910, in a report of the state board
of equalization Just Issued. The report sets forth that a reappralsement
was made In 1910 whereby more than
was added to the valua
$12,000,000
tion of the property holdings of the
Colorado" TMel and Iron company in
Wyoming; that this valuation was
used in making a report to the stockholders, and continues:
V'When the company came to list
Its property for taxation we did not
get an increase of 19 per cent. On
the contrary, counsel for the company
appeared before the equalization
board and asked that the output for
1910 be1 placed at a1 figure 10 per cent
lower than thS preceding year." .
BIG COLLEGE FUND.

Colorado Springs, Aug. 9. Clarence
Martin," of Martinsburg, W. Va.,
and John F. Martin, of Green Bay,
Wis., were elected to the board of su
preme directors of r the international
supreme council, gf the Knights of
Daniel J. Girffin
Columbus today.
of Brooklyn, N. Y., and William H.
Culliver of Portland, Maine, were reelected members of the board.
The report of the. committee on
higher education, which was present
ed, Bhows that of $439,352.50 pledged
to the ' $500,000 endowment fund for
the Catholic University of America,
E.

at Washington,

$412,583.16

'

collected.

has been

PELLETIER RETURNS
Ixmdon, Aug. 9. Hon. louda P. Pel
letler, the Canadian postmaster gen
eral, who came to London some weeks
ago to confer with the imperial au
thorities concerning various questions
relating to the improvement of the
postal service Within the British em
pire, has concluded his' mission and
sailed tor home today on the Em
press of Britain.! .;,

DAT!
MEN
ARE
PICTURE
FORCED TO PURCHASE TUBS
FOR RED MEN.
,

MOVING

,

Houston, Tex., Aug. 9. Railroad
men in Texas believe that the time is
now not a great way off when every
railroad in the United States will
of intoxicants for all
abandon
lines, and it will be impossible, for a
passenger to get a drink on any railroad from Canada to the gulf and
from the Pacific to the Atlantic.
This topic was revived in local circles through the fact that the Erie,
the Reading, Jersey Central and the
Lackawanna roads were so quick to
fail in line with the Pennsylvania

Los Angeles,

Aug. 9.

Two score

the-sal- e

The ninth anni
versary of the coronation of Pope
Pius X was1 celebrated today with a
special mass and reception t in the
SIstlne chapel. Many, cardinals,
diplomats, heads 6f the reli
gious orders and representatives of
the Roman aristocracy attended ,' the
ceremony.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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OF LAS

Capital,

$100,000

N. M"

Surplus, and Undividkd Profits"$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac- commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
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$3.50:9 6.00.

"What was your little boy crying
about last evening?"
"Over his lesson in natural history."
"A child of that age studying natural history? You astonish me."
"It's ' so, just the same. He was
Warning the difference ibeitweem a
wasp and a fly,"

(Continued

from rage One)

'

Hogs, receipts 2,500. Market ste uly.
Bulk of sales48.058.25; heavy $8.00
Control of New England steamship
8.10; packers and butchers $8.00
fines by the New York, New Haven 8.25; light
$8.008.27. pigs $6.00Q)
and Hartford railroad pwoked an 7.00.
other lively debate between Senator
Sheep,,, receipts
3,000.. Market
Poindextef and ' Senator Lippitt of steady. Muttons $3.504.25; , lambs
Rhode I slap d, who had clashed in last $6.507.30; range wethers and yearnight's session. Senator' Polndcxter lings $3.504.75; range ewes '$2 50
MEET; 'read a letter from' Louis, 1). Braudeis 4.00. '.:
,
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PHILIPPINE VETERANS
Lincoln,' Neb.;r Aug. 'y- 9Elabora4
preparations are under way for the
entertainment of the delegates to the
reunion of the Army of th0 Phllip-ine- s
which is to meet in this city
next week. It will be the thirteenth
annual reunion of the national organization and th-e- attendance will include
delegates from many Btates.
-

j

CALIFORNIA
SONS OF HERMANN IN SESSION
Helena, Mont, Aug. . 9. Delegates
,of
representing the 1,200 members
th,e Sons of Hermann in .. Montana
gathered here today for the annual
meeting of the grand lodge of the
order. At the same time the women's
auxiliary began its annuafl session,
The joint gathering will continue over
tomorrow.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
warm
Chicago,
Aug. 9. Bright,
weather in the Canadian northwest
had a bearish effect today on wheat.
Reports of heavy shipments from Ar
gentine, India and Australia also
counted against the bulls. Opening
figures ranged from V lower to shade
hjgher. December started at 93 to
93
off to 1
to
varying from
up and declined to
The close was steady at 91
for
September,' a net loss of

.

'

ANNIVERSARY

r

galvanized bath tubs arrived at the
headquarters of the Universal Film
Rains advancing eastward weaken
company yesterday, just in time to
ed the corn, market. December open
prevent a strike among the fifty-odIndians who were recently imported ed at a ehad;e down to a like amount
and sagged to
from Albuquerque, N. M., and added high at 55 to 55
'
,'..
.;
to the picture making troupe to fur- 54.'.
close
was
The
firm
for
at'55
nish local color.
Sep
A week ago the Indians rose in a tember, a loss of a shade.
A rush to buy sent oats higher de
body and demanded bathtubs, declarthe weakness of other grains.
spite
no
and
had
to
bathe
ing they
place
would go right back to their desert Scantiness of immediate supply and
home if the bathing conveniences threatetned) delay to the movement
railroad wh,en the latter recently, an were not added to the "property" of from the farms ledt to the bull flurry,
December started
to
.up at 33
nounced that drinks will no longer be the company at once.
and rose to 33.
sold on its trains in Pennsylvania and i A dozen good old fashioned family to 33
Commission house .purchases- - form
wash tubs were secured at once and
New Jersey.
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois are prac- the Indians pacified until the genuine ed the basis of an advance In provi
sions. First sales were 2 off to 7
tically dry train states. While public bath tubs should arrive. Each' day
to
10 cents ,up with October delivery
somewas
have
about
tubs
and
asked
the
it
may
socalled,
they
sentiment,
thing to do with the growing policy with joy. the company learned, the $17.80 to, $17.85 for pork, $10.60 to
$10.65 for lard and $10.52
for ribs.
among the transportation lines, it Is shipment had arrived, (.
The closing Quotations were:
The tubs were really essential to the
considered that the weightiest reason
Wheat, September 92; December
impelling the roads to adopt "dry" success of the pictures, and to the
'
train rules is the fact that there are good dispositions of the Indians, for 92.
11
Corn,
ihad
so
September 68; December
where
states
become
for
the
now so many
anxious
county
they
censes are required of the trains pass- bathing luxury that they had insisted 55.
Oats, August 31; September 31
ing through them and that the aggre- upon placing a- "bath tub" clause in
is
contracts.
the
of
these
prohibi
practically
gate
Pork, September $17.85,
The Indian chiefs of the company
tive.
Lard, September. $10.60.
The roads named above faced the are most ardent followers of ttie cusRibs, September $10.62.
alternative presented through the tom calling for a daily dip. The comNew Jersey
league of ei pany is called upon from time to
ther taking out a license in .every time to go into the hills and pose tor NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
New York, Aug. 9. Stocks were
county for every dining and buffet pictures. These trips require from
car operated or having their waiters, three to five days and during these strong in today's early market, witih
stewards and porters' arrested. Fees times the members of tribes forego gains greatest in certain specialties,
for a license in! every county made the the luxurious baths. The chiefs, how- some of which failed to hold. Reading
business prohibitive.
ever, insist and tubs are a part of again was the feature of active group.
In the state of New York the li- their baggage on each trip. They Canadian Pacific and Southern Pacense situation, is more favorable. The hang their tubs on the automobile if cific were relatively heavy and Hill
roads operating in that state pay an the "cook"; wagpn refuses to take issues also ruled under recent best
annual state pto of $300 per car and them, and only once were they left prices.
Canadian Pacific moved up on rean annual federal tax for selling to- behind. The next trip it is said the
bacco of $25, per car. The New York manager personally attended to the ported foreign buying, while grangers were' stationary. Steel reflected
Central has to have such a license on loading of the apparatus.
The
28 dining cars and 26 buffets.
The equaws of these tribes are not a similar condition, with Copper
pressure. Bonds were easy. DurErie, however, has only seven din only cleanly regarding their person,
noon hour, Canadian Paing cars, two dub cars and six cafe but care for their children as well ing the dull
'
cific
to
Its advance and Ameriadded
cars.
and the tubs are constantly being
While railroad men believe that a used. The bucks wear "civilization" can Sugar was up a point with a simicanvass of the passengers would show clothes and are careful to 'keep them lar gain for Atlantic Coast Line and
over two points for Louisville & Nasha great majority of them in favor of in a neat condition.
,
ville. The market became more iron
the
trains
the sale of intoxicants
regular in the later trading.
country is so checkered with wet and
MAN GETS SHOCK! h I
The market closed strong. The
and
north
dry counties, east, west,
N. M.,
, II.
Aug.
market was inclined to waver after
south, that the sale has begun to be Deming,
a losing financial proposition and the Jacobs received 2,200 volts of elec the publication of the government
tricity this afternoon, having gotten crop report, which seemed favorable
roads are rapidly discontinuing it.
his shoulders accidentally against the in most respects. Just before the
He sur- close, however, an active demand for
wires in his motor-housvived the shock and says he feels as some of the leaders turned the tide,
well as ever except for two holes prices In some cases being the best
burnt into his shoulder about a half. of the day.
.
His motor was running
"How did the hand cuff king come inch deep.
The last sales for the day were:
at the time he got against the wires, Amalgamated Copper
out in' the public exhibition?"
82
"He got put out of business. ' You and his contact with the same killed American Beet Sugar
127
know he of fefrs to open any cell, hand- the motor, showing that he received Atchison .
..108
'.
the full 2,200 volts.
cuff door, window catch, or"
Great Northern
, . 142
New York Central
"Yes,' well?" .117
"The committee steered him asainsf,
Northern Pacific
,129
WAR IS BREWING
the window of a railway coach."
Reading .
mi
9.
The Domin Southern Pacific
Washington, Aug.
111
Ethel Mr. Fluster makes me think ican minister here, Dr. Don Francisco Union Pacific
127
J. Prinado, has been instructed by United States ..Steel
of a canoe?
72
his government to arrange for a loan United States Ste)el,
Maud How so?
.112
pfd.
Ethel It takes so little to upset of $1,000,000 to enable the Dominican
' '
republic to make war upon Haiti.
him.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
The state department will try to disKansas City, Aug. 9 Cattle, re
war
"What steps did you take when you suade the republics from their
ceiptg 2,000, including 1,0')0 southern .
'
discovered that the thief was escap- like Intentions.
Market stead. Native sfc.--s $6.50
ing from his cell?"
IT); southerns $4.75$5.50;
southern
"I put a huge tub of water just
ows and luifers $3.25fi5.50; native
AMERICAN
WILL
SHIPS
where he would alight."
cows and heifers $3.259 00; stocK-er- s
"What happened?"
and feeders $4.507.40;
bi.is
"He climbed back again as quickly
GO TOLL FREE $3.753.50 calves $5.009.00; westas he could."
ern steers $S.r,igi9.00; western cowo

--

CORONATION
Roaie,
Aug.

a

MARKETS
...

THEIR DAILY

PLEASURE

M.

mm

DEMAND

POSTMASTERS

Stockton, Calif.; Aug. 9. The annual meeting of the California State
League of Postmaster convened in
this city today for a session of two
days. The duties of the postmaster,
the Improvtment of the postal service,
postal savings banks! and the parcel,
post problem are among the topics
that will be discussed by the

of Boston,: ;deolaring Nw England
was in the grip of an "intolerable
railroad monopoly."
"Mr. Brandeis is a professional agitator of New Hampshire. "He is not
a business man. He is always in the
the lime light when the question of
railroads, steamships or monopolies
is under discussion."
Senator Lippitt declared that sentiment of New England "cannot be
founded on misstatements."
Senator Poindexer retorted that of.
flcials of the New Haven railroad
had given testimony at variance with
statements by Senator Lippitt and
that it was a question of "choosinii
between the statements of the offi
cers of the New Haven road and the
statements of the senator from Rhode
Island."
.

;

r C.

$5.7O8.10; Texas steers $4.855.00;
western steers $6.008.30; stocked
and feeders $4.007.0O; . cows anc'
heifers $2.607.90; calves $5.50010.
Hogs, receipts 15,000; market slow,
steady. Light $7.758.32; mixed
$7.358.30; heavy $7.158.15; rough
$7.157.40;1 pigs $6.4b8.10; bulk of
sales $7.658.10.
Sheep,
market
receipts 10,000;
Native $3.204.70;
quiet, steady.
western $3;404.6O; yearlings $4.40
5.G0; lambs, native $4.407.50; western $4.305.65.
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CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
Chlcagto, Aug. 9. Cattle, , receipt
15,000.
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Oil

PERSONALS
P. L. EcUoIb of El Paso Wild horn
today oa business.
Mrs. C. Hill mi Mrs, C. Moffett
were visitors la Santa Fe
yesterday.
Albion Gailegos was In Las
Vegas
today from his home on the lower

yiiOii ill

i
I

n
IIL

HUM

'';

mesa.

wutt
111 L

STATE INDUSTRIAL TEACHER ATTENDS GATHERING OF SAN
MIGUEL TEACHERS.

Enrique Garcia, a .sheepman of La
Concepcion, was In Las Vegas today
on business.
..
;
Hector Kearney was la Las Vegas
yesterday and today from his home
near Walrous.
John Mackay of Trinidad came in
last evening from the south and was
here today on huslnests.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Stares will
leave tomorrow morning for Bl
where iney,wlll spend two
,

;

New Mexico is
forging to the front
in (her educatlona'fadvantages.
Mrs.
Theresa B. White," industrial teacher
of the state department of education,
gave an interesting address to the
San Miguel teachers and many other8

'

interested in .progressive methods of
education yesterday .afternoon at the
West side school building, where the
county teachers'. Institute is being

Por-ven- ir

weeks.

held.
Today

Charles A. Spiess of this city was
in Santa Fe yesterday to attend a
meeting of the Republican State Central committee.
Seeundino Romero has returned
from his ranch on "the mesa, where
"he has been engaged In dipping sheep
for several days.
H. W. Llndey of San Marcial came
fn last evening from his home and
was here today on business. Mr.
Is a railroad man.
Max Krause, after a visit of several days in Lea Vegas, left this morning for Mora, where he is employed
hy the Mora Mercantile company.
Mrs. Henry Goldstein, who has
been in Las Vegas during the past
week the guest of Mrs. J. L. Tooker,
left this morning for her home in

v

through."
Industrial education is not a new
thought in our education, hut a new
work of the present nay.
"For experience tells In every eoil;
that those, that think must govern
those that toll."
The Industrial education Of New
Mexico is one of the greatest fields
for this work. It means the salvation of our people, the broadening of
their lives,, the awakening of the Interests and welfare of the home. The
development of its natural resources.
l
districts the
It takes to
new life; the way to live; the way

"-

.

sas

,. r,..
.... - '
De Relman, who has
recently come to this city from Cleve
land, Ohio, wm taue a iimrcea num-he- r
of pupils In expression at her
studio in the Plaza Hotel.
Perry Earicksoh " of Earickson &
Sabiii, brokers, accompanied by his
family, will leave tomorrow for the
headwaters of the Sapello, where he
will spend ten days camping. "
E. J. Keller of Clifton, Ariz., who
i
jjgen in. Las Vegas for several
days, left this atternoon tor roronra,.
Canada. Mr. Keller Is treasurer of
the Arizona Copper company of Clif-

Oity.
Mrs. Prank

ton.
f
R. C. Montgomery,
.

representing the
circulation department of the P. F.
Collier & Son publishing company,
who has been in LaB Vegas several
days on business, left this afternoon

ata

to work.
The girls to reclaim the home by
good cooking, sewihg laundry work
and care of children for health, for

health Is wealth.
"We "may live 'without friends;
"We may live without bookks;
"But the civilized man
"Cannot live without cooka."
The boys "to be " tauaht the best
methods of ranch on farming, poultry raising anc - stock raising.
Laziness grows on people; it be
gins in cobwebs, and ends in Iron
chains. The more business a man has
to do, the more he is able to accomplish, for he learns to ecanomize time.
Here are some of the bulletins that
are offered free for the asking by the
Onited States Department of Agri
culture at Washington:
No. 23 Foods; Nutritive Value and

Fa-ley- 's
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Silver
Mrs. Theresa B. White of
of
wiusiri."
City, superintendent,
scnou. u.
training in the public
after
in
yesterday
nAn
is on a tour of
noon' from the sou-.-

U

the institut e in the
.
B"v visitine
tor the purpose of
counties
various
,
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Exercises in Elementary
Plant Production, Office of Ex$
periment Station, Buletln 186.
School Exercises in Corn, Farmg.
-;
'(; V-- .,!,
ers' Bulletin 409.?--fUTree Planting On Rural School
4.
'
fe! Bulletin: Grounds. No.' 134, H.
Public School Agriculture.
5.
6.
Simple Exercises Illustrating
of Chemistry to
some Applications
Sta
Agriculture,. Office of Experiment
xao.
jno.
tion, Agriculture Department,
Sc.Vool and Teachers' Bulletin
l
1910. Series No. 1 to 8, May,
8.
Tear Book 1905, U. S. Department of Agriculture, "Forest Bulletin

2.

r

o-

i"'- -

arousing among me
terest in this branch of training
into
hich eoon will be introduced
-Mate.
of
the
the rural schools
stub
on
is afternoon
nrv,io loft
of
t.ain No. 1 for th' southern part
state.
the
'

.Members of the board of county
commissioners expected to leave this
afternoon on a trip to Pecos and
to select the locations forexth new hriaras which the county
Juture
near
Kiecto to erect In the
he ask-in those localities. Bids will
in a
for by 'the commtefiianers
short time.
d

Agri-ture-

,
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No.

423-46-

Senator Lewis Ilfeld addressed the
Mrs.
normal this morning following
White's lecture. His talk was upon
bill that
tfce industrial educational
law. senator
a
became
recently
attitalk, was forceful and his
education
industrial
toward
tude
s
the future
speaks volumes fcr
counnot only of San Miguel
r
our new
ty hut for
visitors this morning were
possi-bilitie-

Btate-Othe-
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100-pou-
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atweek following the convention,
school
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tending the; sessions
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for a Department, Washington, D. C.
Booth will remain in Santa Fe
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Butter-making-

FOR

n-looking

v onrl Alhiioueraue.
t3a.n' Mrs. A. H. Jones, wife of the chief Costs.
No. 34. Meats; Composition
and
clerk to the superintendent of the
Santa
the
of
division
Cooking.
western grand
No. 34 House; Ant.
Fe In La Junta, who has been in Las
of
No. 35 House; Flies.
the
guest
several
days,
Vegas for
No. 41 Fowls; Care and Feeding.
Mrs. J. E. Copeland and Mrs. March,
in
No. 43 Sewerage;, Disposal On the
home
her
for
left this .afternoon
"
Farm:
40
No.
by
Hydrocyanic Acid Against
William Springer accompanied
Pests.
Household
Miss
Mary
fesch.
Miss
Ms cousin,
No. 57
.,H
Miss Tuise Beck of Goshen,
for No. 63 Care of Milk.
,
'
Ind., and Relf Wingo, left today
74 Millt As a Food.
mowrauu.
No.
to
tne
,
a three days' trip.
;
to visit No. 84 Vegetables; Garden.
north of Here. They expect
Twviir. Harvey 8 ranch .resort, No. 112 Beans, Peas and Legumes.
home No. 121iBread' and ; Principles of
and Hermit Lodge, returning
Cooking
Sunday nigni.
auto- No. 128 Eggs' and Their Uses as
Springer's
Mr,
in
Porvendr
El
to
.''
Foods.
Booth
No. 147Poultry Raising On the
Sarah
Miss
Rice,
Alice
Dr.
.
Fe In Farm.',
:
,
and Mrs. Frazlero are In Santa
Af-at the state convention of Write to the Offipe of Indian
Girl
last
"Some.
Every
Things
for
fairs
which
Ubegan
'
the W. C. T. m iv Should Know."
evening. They are prominent
are dele-Books on agriculture:
al temperance circles and
School Exercisea In Plant 'Pro1.
meeting.
to
the
'Vegas
Miss
and.
duction, Bulletin No. 48, Agricultural
Rice, Mrs,. Fraziero
iui

m

the parlors of the Plaza hotel, at
which time 15 dtreetora for the inOF
stitution were elected. None of the
officers were chosen last night,
this being left to the board of directors to accomplish. The names of
the directors were not made public.
It wad announced this morning that
between sunrise and sunset one gold- the site of the new hank will be o DOES HIM MORE BENEFIT THAN
IT DOES THE YOUNGSTER
en hour set with sixty precious min- the East side though no definite lo
IN THE TWENTIES.
utes, and sixty diamond seconds. No cation' has been selected. It is said
attended
.was
a
reward is offered for they are gone that the meeting
by
When a man's hair begins to get
jftirever. Contributed iby Harry W. large number of the stockholders,
'
much interest being .shown In the thin on top and his ehoulders show
Phillips.
a slight droop and he starts In to
workings of the institution.
acquire as Shakespeare pertly puts
All members of the San' Miguel it "a decreasing calf and an IncreasMEXICANS PLUNDER
county bar are requested to meet this ing belly" he begins to look out of
in the Commercial club rooms plaoe on a gymnasium floor. There
AMERICAN SOIL evening
at 8 o'clock for the purpose of mak- is no use denying it, a middle-ageings plans for the entertainment of man does not appear at his best in
who will be here next an abbreviated track suit and runTERRORIZE RANCHERS IN THE (he visitors
And the person who
week to attend the meeting, of the ning shoes.
NEIGHBORHOOD OF SIERRA
New Mexico Bar association, which casually drops into a gymnasium to
BLANCA
will begin on August 14 and continue watch young manhood in the making
two days.
The committee in is likely to look with pitying eye at
(or
El Paso, Aug. 9. IMexican bandits
of Messrs. Louis the man of 45, who, with his smooth
composed
charge,
crossed the International boundary
H. Hunker and Her- rennd arms, is slowly and solemnly
Ilfeld,
George
into Texas today and then began raidbert W. Clark, Is especially anxious pulling, on a pair of ropes to which
ing near Sierra) Blanca, according to
be largely at are attached some light chest weights
a telegram Sheriff Edwards received that tonight's meeting
for the meet- while all about him the slim, well-bui- lt
tended.
The
program
' "
here today.
of
Is
in
youngsters are vigorously amusprocess
preparation and
United States troops are moving to ing
will be announced In a few days. A ing themselves, scampering after a
the point where Mexican rebels are
large number of lawyers from all basket ball or springing around a runreported tJ ,he raiding American
of the state are expected to be ning track.
parts
ranches. Colonel E. Z. Steever has
He looks very dread and lonesome,
to attend the meeting.'
here
dispatched Troop G., of the Third cav
this man of 45, pulling away so conBliss, the cavalrymen
alry from Fort
'
Washaouts on the main line of the scientiously at the chest weights.
moving on horses along the border.
But still more forlorn looking is
Fe west of Dodge City, which
Santa
Colonel Steiever may send a company
traffic for amout 36 the class of fat men, whose exercise
tied
up
through
of infantry on the special train which
have been repaired, and is mainly confined to lying on their
liad been ordered hy Sheriff P. J. hours,
westbound trains of the past backs and wiggling their toes in the
through
Edwards and his posse. The sheriff
and a half will arrive In Las Ve- air, vainly trying, to touch an Imagday
announced that he will he unable to
this evening shortly after 6 o' inary pointy directly above the waist
procure enough armed men before gas
clock. The California Llmiteds of yes Una They look so hopeless not un'No
this afternoon.
further reports
and this morning will he the like so many June bugs that have
have been received here from Sierra terday
into Laa Vegas, and train been turned over by some mischance
trains
first
Blanca.
No. 9 of last night will follow soon and are lying helpless, vainly trying
A posse is being organized at Sier
trains No. 1 and to right themselves. And the casual
ra Blanca to join the El Paso posse. atfer. ; Yesterday's
No. 7; will follow No. ,9 of yesterday, observer wonders if all that hard
According to word received here by
and today's1 tralna will come In thetf work really does them any good.
telegraph, an authentic report has
The fact Is, however, that the
These eight trains
been received (by telephone at Sierra regularorder.
man who" lsi working
will string Into Las Vegas between
Blanca from Hot Springs, Texas, on
towith
the
11
chest
o'clock
6:30
weights and 'the fat
and
the border, 35' miles south, regarding the hours of
No. 1 and stuh men who are struggling so hard to re, Stuh
train
night.
the entrance into American soil of
train No. 7 were run Into Las Vegaa duce thlr "tummies' are likely to
Mexican rebels. It was said at Hot
hls evening, the first being three have a much clearer' notion of what
Springs that 200 "rehels had crossed hours late and the other running on they are doing and why they are dothe line and were raiding American
the; schedule of regular No. 7. The ing It than Borne of the younger men.
ranches. ;
they are deriving
washouts, , which were email hut num- And very often
cause of ; the much more benefit than some of the
that
the
good many
been
have
erous,
Rebels In Arizona
serious delay in'yearsi, with the youthful gymnasts who are straining velop their bodies to their maximum
most
Dr. C. H. Ellsworth ,
IS
Washington, Aug. 9. The sudden
before
they've reached Baldwin St. Rochester, N.Dentist,
possible exception of the snow hlock-ade- a their bulging muscles in an attempt efficiency
says
Y,
appearance at Btsbee, Ariz., last night
dumbbells their normal growth, v where they
of last winter. Yesterday's Ca- to lift a pair of
Kidney PHIs save him Immed! '3
of about 200 Mexican rehels has sent
Limited was marooned for or risking their bones in a mad would have been better off to have relief and stren; --ned him wonderlifornia,
a detachment of American
troops
bothered wi.'x
waited a few years. Taere's Packey fully. "I have
several hours between two washouta scramble for a basket nail.'"
along the line from the eastward to west ' of Newton, KanT- Easthound
Dr. J. A. Reilly, the physical di- McFarland, who started in almost as Weak kidneys antAaddas It""
suffered much pain. Folej
that point. If the rebels have not
',;T
trains were held in LaV Junta until re- rector of the Kansas City Athletic a boy. He's a great boxer but isn't Pills gave me immediate r
,..X
line when
the
rereated across
'
was
as
a
''
a
in
leather
His
back
were
rated
made.
club,
very high
fighter.
leaning
strengthened me wonderfully. I am
the troops arrive they prohahly will pairs
chair In the reception room at the natural growth was stunted by being pleased to recommend their use." O.
be arrested. The news came to the
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
club one warm afternoon last week developed too young.
Fltzsimmons,
CONANT IS APPOINTED.
state department from the American
when a visitor dropped in and joined on the other hand, was good until he
Aug. 9. President
consul at Nogales and Is regarded as
Washington,
him in the cool breeze that blew in was 43 years old. He says himself
Henry W. Savage will have twelve
a confirmation of the report that the Taft today formally appointed withhe never had a real fight until he was attractions the coming season, most
the open window.
through
out'
of
the
the
confirmation
senate,
rebel forces are rapidly disintegrat,
"Doctor," he asked, "how long is a 30 years old.
of which will (be ready for production
.
Luther Conant, Jr., of New York, as
ing.
man benefited by gymnasium work?
The
"Now, the logical way for men to before the first of November.
commissioner of corporations to sucI mean, up to what age Is It benefito
to
con- list will Include "Somewhere Else,"
is
in
exercise
exercise
keep
ceed Herbert Knox Smith, who reMormons Against Intervention
dition. , For middle-age-d
d
cial?"
mem, at a musical phantasy by Avery
Santa Monica, Calif., Aug. 9. Presi signed to join the progressive party.
Dr. least, this Is the rule. And It .works
isn't
"There
Gustave
new
a
and
age
limit,"
any
Luders;
s
The president withdrew Mr.
dent Joseph F. Smith of the Mormon
answered. "I've got men of wonders with them. It not only helps farce by Rupert Hughes, author of
nomination because it was dis- Reilly
church said today that all Mormon
65
In
classes and they play a their circulation, digestion and all "Excuse Me;" "The Million; " two
my
women and children had' safely reach- covered the law does not now reof handball at that age, that, but It clears their mind of busi- companies
game
good
playing "Excuse Me;"
ed the United States from Mexico quire the senate's approval. Previous
too. Of course, not against men of ness as nothing else can. ,You pughj "Little Boy Blue," and several revivwere
of
"two
commissioners
men
of
but that the
colonies,
corporations
and- - als of former successes.
28, but with others of their own class. to see some of our
Colonia Juarez, and Dulblan, had arm- appointed with the advice and coned themselves and would not leave. sent of the senate.
"All are now eafe," said Mr. Smith,
hut their homes, crops and other
possessions are at the mercy of the OPENED WEST POINT IN 1S02
revolutionists. I have made no ap
though Sreat Training School Has Turned Out
peal to Orozco or Salazar,
8ome Efficient Officers for
others of our church did, but nothing
"' f Uncle Sam.
;
came of 1L I do not think interven
tion by the United States would he
The selection of West Point as the
wise, and am sure It would lead to
for the national military acadplace
a still greater demoralization."
C. R Miller In
emy was due, says Mrs.
'
Leslie's Weekly, to Its - advantages
TO JAIL OFFENDERS
from a military viewpoint, , for its
s
rugged beauty and Its severe climate
Washington, Aug. 9. Senator
hill to compel federal courts to were calculated to be beneficial In the
foundation of that sort of character so
impose jail sentences instead "of fines
essential to a successful officer. The
upon convicted violators of the Sher
was formally opened July 4,
out
man law got
of committee today academy
1802, with ten cadets and five officers
and took a place upn the senate's as Instructors. Its success is said to
calendar. Mr. Kenyon will work for be due to the administrative ability of
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
General Sylvanus Thayer, who became
Its passage at this session.
He has not only explained the valtie and usefulness of his prod
Its superintendent in 1817 and served
Is
''
officer
This
such
as
16
for
years,
uct, but has put his personality, and reputation behind his
'
v;'
ST, LOUIS METAL
Point.
of
known
as
the
West,
Father,
;
s
statements
9.
Lead lower 4.30
St. Louis', Aug,
Since the opening of the academy. In4.35;" spelter; weak,, 6.90. i'
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at itake
cluding the class of 1911, more than
Hfive thousand officers have been graduHe believes in his goods to the extent. of Investing his capital, nor
''
i' "''
'
ated.
NEW YORK COTTON
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which"
A cadet's education costs the govNew York, August 9. Cotton spot
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
closed quiet. Middling up lands 12.30. ernment about $3,500. All cadets are
on the same footing. The pay of a
secure repeat orders.
good
Middling gulf 12.55. Sales, 3C6 hales. cadet is $600 a
year and one ration
30
at
The
thereof
or
commutation
advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
per day,
Germany, Great Britain, Austria, cents a day. The total is about $709.50,
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
Italy and France have for some time to commence with his admission to the
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, berecognized the Importance of making academy. Immediately after his admust
man
mission
the
spend
disof
young
industrial
a thorough study
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
eases. The result has been that by a about $160 for uniforms.
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
After graduation the cadet Is eligisystem of the most careful inspection ble to the
money m telling others of their goodness.
rank of second lieutenant
and by the elimination of defective and Is appointed to whatever branch
to Buy
methods and dangerous
it
machinery of the service his record entitles him.
honors
materialclass
in
who
are
has
been
Those
efficiency
highest
general
ly Increased and the percentage of are generally appointed to the engi'
neer
corps.
Industrial diseases reduced. In this
An act of congress authorizing the
country California, Connecticut, Illi expenditure of $5,800,000 for the renois, New York, Michigan and Wis- construction of the United States Miliconsin have already passed laws re- tary Academy was passed in June,
quiring , physicians to make reports 1 902, and at a later Session of congress $1,700,000 additional .was
on certain specified occupational
'
,

(

7 .
Webb.
.....
Mrs. A. G- - Mills, who has been in
Las Vega for the past "week visiting
her niece, Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr., left
this afternoon for her home In Kan-

The fact Is that men of middle age
need gymnasium
work more thaij
young men. Now, here's the reason,
"A young man's system is active.
His circulation is rapid and vigor- New Remedy That Remove
ous whether he exercises or not. But
or Costs Nothing
in middle life his heart action slackHere's a chance Miss Fr
ens up a little, his circulation is to try a new remedy for fic
slower and his arteries begin to hard the guarantee of a rellat:
en,' That Is a sign of age. 'A man is that it will not cost you a s
as old as his arteries,' you know.'
less it removes the freclsk
"Now, moderate exercise will to a if it does give you a clear ok
considerable extent keep up a vigor the expense Is trifling.
ous circulation and is the only real
Simply get an ounce of
tonic that will hold back old age.
double strength, from any fir. . . .its
"So far as building up the body is druggist in Las Vegas and on.j r.lshVi (
concerned," continued '"'the' doctor, treatment will show you how easy.
settling back in his chair,' "a man It is to rid yourself of the. homely'
may start in anywhere up to the age freckles and get a beautiful com f
of 40 or 45 and develop himself to plexlon.
Rarely is more than or
qv5te an extent. And here'? some ounce needed for the worst case.
Be sure to &b)s the druggist for the
thing that surprises most pesple The
man of SO or 35 who has never de- double strength othlne, as this is tb
veloped himself physically ha a bel only prescription sold under guaranter chance than the fellow who wa3 tee of money back if it fails to re
an athlete In his early days and then move freckles.
stopped all training for a few years.
"A man's body isn't like a' 'fiddle.
hall player
during the winter.
which you can tune up! and then un
They're as enthusiastic as kids.
as
many times as" you wish. A
string
'''AnotJhaft- - reason for
keeping in
body must be kept In Physical condition that is not
usually
a fair condition or It "never' can be
thought of It that a man who has a
brought hack to highest' efficiency
agile body can act twice
again. Here's the explanation: When as
quickkly in an emergency as a
a man develops his muscles the fibers
man' who never exercises,
i
become tense and well bunched to"The other man's mind may work
gether. Now, as eoon as he stops just as quickly, but his muscles won't
taking any exercise each fiber begins respond quickly. And in these
days
to be surrounded with particles of of
dodging motor cars a man's quick
fatty tissue, which forces the fibers ness In
jumping is often a pretty
apart, actually stretching? them. An- good life insurance.
Nearly everyone
other season of systematic exercise
agrees these days that all persons
will drive out the fat and make the
should learn to swim, but how many
muscles look as well as ever before,
times in the- - average person's life
but when t comes to performance he'll find
it necessary to move quickthe man will find that their elasticly to avoid some
swiftly- - moving
'
ity and spring are gone.' Stretching body!"
the muscle fibers with fat and then
"So far as the fat men are congetting them back together again Is cerned,, you may think
they aren't
the same as holding a jubbe jhand
reducing themselves much when you
taut for a long time and," than 'teleasj see them
working, but you ought to
ing It It will return to somewhere see how these same men would look
near its original shape but it has be- If
they didn't exercise. Of course,
come dead rubber.
If Nature intended a man to be fat,
"So, you see, when a man of 30 there's no use
arguing the matter.
starts in taking gymnasium work for
will make him a slim, younj
Nothing
the first time he has a new set of
Just wha it is that makes
muscles to work with and not an old Apollo.
him fat is largely immaterial. Viet
set that have had the elasticity taken he wants is to feel
well, and once he
out of them.
to reduce his weight and got
begins
"As a matter of fact, while I would
more nearly solid, he feels better,
not advocate waiting untlK you're 30
perhaps, than the slim man who exbefore taking up physical culture, It
if -- "::.'t Mpf'r f?
men de- ercises." ;i
Is true
a

FMEL-E- i

G

well-traine-

.

returned last
evening from Pasadena, Calif., where
she has been for tna past several
months visiting, her Bister, Mrs. T. J.

EXERCISE

'

few. . ..
"God asks that a part be done by
,
you.
"Every day is a fresh beginning.
"Evern morn Is the. world made new.
"You can never turn the mill
"With the water that has passed

Mora.
Miss Clara Robbins

'

'

The stockholders of the People's
Bank' and Trust company, soon to be
Incorporated here, met last night In

Glf

irs. "White gave practical
demonstrations b'efore tlhe institute.
All of the teachers were benefited by
her lectures, and will go out to their
schools better fitted to play a part in
preparing the girls and boys tf the
rural schools for life.
"The work Of the " world is done by

Ld.n-de- y

'

; ."

Mrs. Maggie Bucher and Dr. and Mrs.
M. F. DesMarals.
"I am only one, but still I am one;
"I cannot do everything but still I
can do something;
"Ond because I cannot do everything.
"I will not refuse to do the some
thing that I can do." Edward
Everett Hale.
Fail not today or tomorrow If you
failed yesterdayto use somewhere

"iJ
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Estray Advertisement
Notice Is heroby given to whom it
may concern that the following do- scribed estray animal was taken up by
L. Fisher, El Porvenlr, N. M.
One r,ed cow 2
years.
spotted red and white.
Branded
N PP
On left ribs
V
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said ektray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when, found.

M BIEHL, Propietor

Estray Advertisement

Phone Main 447

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

.

To-wi- t:

p"

GESTAl'RAflT'AflB

LOOEY

CAFF

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAI NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

THE BEST

l

M

.

vi Li L

i

I
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j

!

!
I

uJU

U

COL UM

i

On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of thU
advertisement, said estray will ,be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
st pub. Aug, 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.

n
Znnn
"
M

i

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Wm. French, Cimarron, N. . M.
One brown horse, 15 rears,
Branded

THE

iTUEiOPTICl

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD, '
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last ipub. Aug. 16, 1912.

To-wl- t:

To-wl- t:

Ave

advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
800 lbs.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 18, 1911

Notice is hereby given, to whom It
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.,
may concern that tne xoiiowiug inAlbuquerque, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken tip by
191?.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16,
Anioito Mestos de Montoya, Santa
N. M.
Cruz,
Estray Advertisement
One red female horse,
whom
It
Notice Is hereby given to
6uu
ids.
years,
may concern that the following defT1
Branded
1
f
scribed estray animal was taken up by
.
On left hip
Wm. K. Jones, Gallup, N. M.
to
this
Said animal ibeing unknown
One black mare and colt,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
900 lbs., 14 years, right hip knocked
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
down.
,
of this

S VEGAS GARAGE
416 Grand

white face, white feet, 10
years.
Branded
On left Up
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
10, days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said ,estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
spotted,

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

!
f
!

CHAPMAN

NO.
1,
LOOCE NO 1, A. F. & EL
DORADO LODGE
A.
KNIGHTS
comOF PYTHIAS Meat
, Regular
every Monday eramunication first and
V
ning In Castle Hall,
Sf third Taurj&ylnec
month. Vlsitln brothvisiting Knights are
lnvite4
.teordii
ers cordially Invited
43('i'as. E. Llebsct
N. O. Herman, W. at: 9. R. Murray.

N

.

1

j

1

RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

--

ADVER

Secretary.

'

cents per line each Insertion. LAS VEGAS GOMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
r
nKN(GHT8 TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy lest space than two
Tat-dasecosA
conclave
line. All advertlt menta charged
In each month at Ma
will be booked at space actually tat,
sonic Temple at 7:10 p. m.
without regard to number of word.
Re
8. C; Chaa. Tamme.
Cash In advance preferred.
corder.
Five

Bef-iula-

nir, Chaneellot

t ominaoder. Ham
Martin, Keeper
Keeords and 8eal.

y

Meets, second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. P.
D. McElroy, Exalted Ruler. D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

B. P. O. ELKS

Estray Advertisement
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. , ROYAL
last appearance
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
after
days
Branded
DO
ARCH MASONS auTlar convoca
advertisement, said estray will be sold may concern that the following de'
On left hip
ATTORNEYS
tion flrst ICcaday in each
the
.benefit
of
was
animal
the
scribed
taken
for
Board
up by
estray
by this
TemMasonio
msatfe
at
Said animal being unknown to this owner when found.
Dan McSherry, Dwyer, N. M.
HUNKER A HUNKER
ple, at T:t p. m. 1L R.
A,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
t:
One red ball face bull, 3
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
A
HiGeo. H. Hunker
-- ": f-O.
T.
H.
fW-P.;
William,
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
ft,'
'
At.
Albuquerque, N. M.
years old, 4 feet high.
at
Law.
Attorneys
Blood. Secretary.
10 days after last appearance of this
Branded
st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
New Mr- Las Vegas,
Carriage Manufacturer,
advertisement, said estray will be sold
On; left shoulder
General Blacksmithing,
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN
O. E.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray Advertisement
S-owner when found.
frst sad third rrldays In
LOCAL Tl'IE CASH
Notice Is hereby given to whom It Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Carriage Painting
Maaoaie
Usn. T. B. Bowen,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
de
concern
the
that
before
26,
said
date
1912,
following
may
Aug.
being
DEALER IN-H- eavy
O. Rutledge
Wortiy Hatroa;
Albuquerque, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by 10 days after last appearance of this
EAST BOUND
Kra.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 191;
Worthy
Patroa;
George
Tripa,
Hardware and
Manuel Vigil, Santa Cn:; N. M.
advertisement, said estray will be sold WANTED To
Arrive
Fhone
Mala
120
a
rent
Secretary.
good piano. Ad
One Mexican pony, 300 by this Board for the benefit of the
No.
.
:16 p
t:10 p. m. .
Wagon Material
Graid arena.
dress Box 274 East Las Vegaa.
owner when found.
Estray Advertisement '
lbs., 4 or 5 years.
No. 4
.11:06 p mi. . .11:10
Notice is hereby given to whom it Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
. 1:25 ti.
1:16 a. m..
WANTED A girl for general house FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO. No. 8
may concern that the following de
On left shoulder
Albuquerque, N. M.
No. 10
. 2:10 9
46 p. m.
work.
10
1100
Meets every Monday night at
Apply
Seventh street
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Said animal being unknown to this 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
PETER P. MACKEL
Anicito Mestas de Montoya, Santa Board, unless claimed by owner on or
WEST BOUND
WANTED Experienced sewins
Via! tin
I HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
tcembera
are
girl, 8 o'clock.
Cruz, N. M. '
Estr.y Advertisement
before Aug. 26, 1912, said, date being
No.
.1:20 p. m.
...1:45
Mrs.
414
B.
welcome,
Columbia.
Davis,
cordially
lardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
Gehring,
t:
One red with white face 10
Notice is hereby given to whom !t
6:15
.6:10 a. m.:- days after last appearance of this
I
J. T. Bukler, secretary: No.
president;
and Glazing.
4
800
delbs.
mare,
years,
said estray will be sold may concern that the following
No.
advertisement,
.4:40 m, m......4:e0
H.
treasurer.
Bally,
Given.
Estimates Cheerfully
1
.uranaea
animal was taken up by
No.
by this Board for the benefit of the scribed estray
.6:35 p. m.......7:00
&:st
Old Town
West Side Plana
On left shoulder
N owner when found.
Esplrldion Lucero, Pecos, N. M.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERK
One small sorrel mare, 7 FOR
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
SALE Buffet
rock$100 REWARD $100
Meet in th forest of brothen
8
650
or
lbs.
years,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
M.
Albuquerque, N.
ers for $4; saddle, pad and bridle
The readers of this paper will be
love
Woodmen
at
of
Wor
the
Branded
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912,
to learn that there Is at least
18. 1215 Seventh street.
hall on the Becond and fourth F: pleared
On left hip
10 days after last appearance of this
one dread disease that science has
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
day of each month at 8 p. m, C. CH
Said animal being unknown to this "Evira O T
been able to cure In all Its stages, and,
TT
lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and advertisement, said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement
vy.
oAijjv iiorsei marnefes and
G. Laemmle, Clerk.
VisConsul;
that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
or
on
claimed
owner
unless
Board,
Board
this
by
for
the benefit of the
by
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
General Repair inn
Is the only positive cure now known '
also furniture almost
..
wagon,
spring
are
w
ing
neighbors
especially
owner, when found.
e
may concern that the following de- before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
new.
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
Must
be
sold
once.
at
come
and cordially Invited.
H,
x
E. Las Vegas
Street
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
a
scribed estray animal was taken up by 10 days after last appearance of this
constitutional
a
disease,
requires
725
Smith,
Sixth street.
constitutional treatment Hall's CatWm. Gallagher, EHzabethtown, N. M. advertisement, said estray will be sold
Albuquerque, N. M.
. E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 641, arrh Cure Is taken Internally, acting
the
of
benefit
the
this
Board
for
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912
One small light bay mare by
mucous
rJiiKoUNAlj 10c each for popular
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first directly upon the blood and
white strip In face, 14 hands high, 650 owner when found.
Automobile. Carriage &
surfaces of the system, thereby dessheet music, this week at The Ros
In
SANITARY
of
the
month
the
CATTLE
Tuesday
BOARD,
vestrj
lbs., 3 years' old and unbroken.
the foundation of the disease,
Estray Advertisement
enthal, opposite Y. M. C- - A.
x m m mm
a mw
rooms of Temple Monteflore at f troying
r
Albuquerque, N. M.
and giving the patient strength by
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
o'clock p, m. Ylslting brothers are building up the constitution and assist1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
On left thigh
may concern that the following desauHj Horse, buggy and har
Isaac Appel ing nature In doing its work. The procordially mvlted.
N. 0. HERMAN
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Branded
ness. Also saddle
its curhorse.
Charles
Sec prietors have so much faith In
Harry
President;
Estray Advertisement
Juan Ortiz, Villa Nueva, N. M.
' .Greenclay,
ative powers that they offer One HunOn right thigh
"'
'"'
Wingo.
retary.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
dred Dollars for any case that it falls
One red horse 4 or 3 years,
420
GrandjAve
Said animal being unknown to this
to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
may concern that the following de400 lbs.
r ujv oAum ur rent at a bargain. 12 KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNC'i
Board, unless claimed by owner on or scribed
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To- animal
was
taken
up
by
estray
wranaea
room furnished residence,
LI L"
before
Ohio.
26,
said
ledo,
1912,
date
Aug.
804.
.NO.
Meets
being
fosrv
second
M.
and
N.
"V
P. H. Miller, Mountalnalr,
opposite
M
On left hip
Sold by all drugsts, 75c.
10 days after last appearance of this
Lincoln park. 803 Jackson avenue.
Thursday m O. R. C. hall. Plonw
One light bay mare, with
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiSaid animal being unknown to this advertisement, said estray will be sold
building. Visiting members are c
dark feet, 8 years old, 650 lbs., 'wire
pation.
coiu u, umess ciaimea y owner on or by this Board for the benefit of !he cuts on
dially lnvled. Peter Emenaker, G.
right side.
NEWLYJREMODKLiED
I
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being owner when found.
H&sst
K., Richard Dovlne, F. 8.
Hay fever and asthma make August
r- Branded
10 days after last appearance of this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
a month of Intense suffering to many
On
and
left
Baths
Lavatories
Jaw
Frivate
'
rv;i. iUMMj.
room3
and I.
Honey and Tar Comadvertisement, said estray will be sold
Albuquerque, N. M,
O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO people. Foley's
Branded
two connect!;!
f""T
ease and relief,
forooms
pound
gives
prompt
this
Board
by
for
1st
the
light
benefit of the
pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912,
1. Meets every Monday
Steaia'Heat) jPrivate Telephones
evening a: and is soothing and healing to the inOn left hip
p.J
housekeeping. Call 619 Twelfth St
'owner when found.
r
Rates $2.5()!per day and up
their hall on Sixth street All visit flamed membranes. Wm. M. Mere-thePhone Main 15 1 .
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
j Estray Advertisement
N. Searsport, Me., says: "A few
lng brethren cordially invited to at
AMERICAN PLAN
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
doses of Foley's Honey and Tar ComNotice Is hereby given to whom
Albuquerque, N. M,
tend.
.
D.
N.
G.;
J
Frldenstlne,
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being uk RENT Two room furnished
pound relieved me of a severe attack
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. FJwood of asthma and less than a bottle causSpecial Kates by Week or;Meuth 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912, may concern that the following de- 10
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
,
days after last appearance of this
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer' ed a complete cure." Refuse substitWm. K. Jones, East Las Vegas, N. M, advertisement, said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement
utes. O. G. Schaefaf and Red Cross
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
i'UK
kisnt Desirable furnished
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
One gray mare three years by this Board for the benefit of the
Drug Store.
rooms for men in Commercial club.
may concern that the following de old, weight about 750 pounds, about owner when found.
O. E. Meets first and third Tueo
All conveniences.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
$15 per month. F.
V
"Were all medicines as meritorious
scribed estray animal was taken up by 12 hands high.
See
evenings each month, at Wood as Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
day
or
M.
A.
Geo.
N.
porter
Wm. French, Cimarron, N. M.
Sec
Albuquerque,
Fleming,
. .
n
m
man hall. Visiting Brothers coj Diarrhoea Remedy the world would
11.
iu-wretary.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912,
une wnue mare 10 years,
On left Mp
to attend. A. M be much better off and the percentage
dially Invited
700 lbs.
of suffering reatly decreased," writes
Said animal being unknown to this
E. C. Ward, Se
Adler,
President;
FOR
RENT Fine sulfa of tnmUhaH
Branded
Lindsay Scott of ,Temple, Ind. For
Estray Advertisement
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
retary- sale by all dealers.
rooms, bath, electrlo lights, etc. AlOn left shoulder
Notice la hereby given to whom It
before Aug. 261912, said date being
so single room, excellent location,
deBranded
concern
that
the
following
10 days after last appearance of this may
318 Eighth street
On left hip
-advertisement, said estray will be sold scribed estray animal was taken up by
RETAIL
Mestos
Santa
Anicito
de
Montoya,
Said animal being unknown to this by this Board for the benefit of the
Cruz, N. M.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or owner when found.
MM Um. or More, Each Delivery
ZOc
Estray Advertisement
pr US
t:
One black horse 1V6 years.
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
JSm lb, to 2,008 lb, Each Delivery
Z5o per let lb
400 lbs.
10 days after last appearance of
this
may concern that the following de
tSt lb, t 1,00 lb Eaol. Delivery
Albuquerque, N. M.
I3e p., a
m
Branded
advertisement, said estray will be sold 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
'i scribed estray animal was taken up by
6 lb. U ttSt lb4 Each Dlivry
4$e per 1st lk
On left hip
No sir! There are no germs In by this Board for the benefit of the
T. L. Capt, AlbuauerouA. N. at.
Lse Than M Iba, Each Delivery
II
per 1St Iba
our ice. Our Ice is made from the owner when found.
Said animal being unknown to this
One sorrel horse.
Estray Advertisement
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice Is hereby given to whom It Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
purest of waters; is highly recomA
Albuquerque, N. M
On right thigh
mended by physicians, and is giving
may concern that the following de- before Aug. 26; 1912, said date being
the best satisfaction to all our pat- 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912, scribed estray animal was taken up by 10 days after last appearance of this Branded
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Southwestern Agrl. Corporation. Lna advertisement, said estray will be sold
rons. Don't buy inferior ice and pay
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
On left thigh
Advertisement
Board for the benefit of the
would if you were usEstray
M.
this
N.
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
by
Lunas,
what
you
just
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Branded
f
ice.
Hrl
One sorrel male horse 15 owner when found.
ing our pure,
may concern that the following de- years, 850 lbs.
On back part of thighs
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
THE CRYSTAL ICE CC.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
M.
N.
,
Said animal being unknown to this
227
.
Branded
Albuquerque,
Phone Main
,
F. R. Blsby, Hurley, N. M,
. I 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912. Board, unless claimed
On left hip
r
by owner on or
One dark re4 cow, 8 years,
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Advertisement
Estray
Said
animal
unknown
being
to
this
S00 lbs.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it 10 xlays after last appearance of this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
THE CHILDREN Branded
concern that the following" de advertisement, said estray will be sold
may
before
26,
Aug.
1912,
said
GHOWH
FOR
date being
ALSO
rtnouM
On left ribs
scribed
10
estray animal was taken up by by this Board for the benefit of the
days after last appearance of this
RELIABLE
QUICK - SAFENO -NARCOTICS
H. B. Steele, Estancia, N. M.
owner when found.
Branded
said
advertisement,
will
be
sold
estray
NO OPIATES
One bay horse, 500 lbs.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
On left hip
by this Board for the ber.efH of the
Branded
OLEY'S HOKEYau.TAR Said animal
owner when found.
p"
Albuquerque, N. M.
being unknown to tius
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912,
un lert jaw .
. '
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
0D.W
Branded ,
Albuquerque, N. M.
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date, being
Classified ads. search out thepeople to whom
On left shoulder
among al
A COMMON COLD neglected may go 10 days after last appearance of this 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth
muickly into CKUUf, often
Dumnuw,
Branded
most.
sud-- ll advertisement, said estray will be sold
a
means
which
PNEUMONIA
On right hip
Estray Advertisement
Keen FOLEY'S HONEY by this Board for the benefit of the
That
sell isJWORTH MOST to someto
want
you
property
Notice 13 hereby given to whom It
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the owner wfoen found.,
Said animal being unknown to this
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
may concern that the following de- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
of your property unless it were advertised here. '
hear
substitutes.
.Refuse
scribed estray animal was taken up by before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Albuquerque, N. M.
Red Cross Drug Co.
1st pub. Aug, 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912, Charence Ford, Alma, N. M.
10 days after last appearance of this
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
O. G. Schaefer
One 2 year old heifer, red, advertisement, said estray will be sold
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books-- , automobiles,
white face, 700 lbs.
Estray Advertisement
by this Board for the benefit of the
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
Branded
Is hereby given to whom it
Mr W P. Gansalus, a farmer living
Notice
owner when found.
.
used
has
he
sort, and musical instruments.
says
Pa.,
On
near Fleming.
ribs
left
deconcern
that the following
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may
Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera P.nd
11
As the classified ads. are read by all
Said animal being unknown to this
Albuquerque, N. M.
possible barsrs, of a
Remedy in his family for it to scribed estray animal was taken up by
found
has
1912
he
claimed
Los
owner
unless
Southwestern
on or 1st pub. Aug. 6, last iwb.Aug.16,
Board,
sorts of things, they have come to be the finders'of the
by
Agricultural Cor.,
possible
years, and that
takes
and
excellent remedy,
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Lunas, N. M.
best markets!
Pamirs in recommending it. For '
One roan mare, white 10 days after last appearance of this
Everybody reads The Optlo.
dealers.
all
Sale by
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Whenever Anything For The Good of The Community is Proposed, Get in The Front
Line of The Procession And See That The Project is Brought to a Successful Conclusion.

4J
fliat You

Boost Your Business.

M

0

A

You Can do it by Advertising.

V

if!

'IS

Furnishes the best advertising medium and it is willing to Join in any scheme that
will be for the benefit and betterment of Las Veras,
Should you care to supplement your newspaper advertising by the use of circulars
and catalogues The Optic's Job department can turn put beautiful work of that
variety.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY

LOCAL NEVS

MACKEREL,
Pilgrim

Orand-- 8
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,
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to
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Tonight at tih.e "isis, "The Life of
David Copperfield," from the novel
by Charles Dickens, In three reel a.
Admission 10c; children Sc.

"'

A marriage license was issued late

afternoon at the court
house to Eva MoClintock, aged "25,
and Foster M. Matkln, aged 24 both
of East Laa Vegas.
yeBterday

DAVES

f:

u

Try dram of Ola Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

Finch 'g Golden Wedding Rye, asvl
the wood. Direct from flltUUary
to you. At the Lobby, of conn.

T7

Ounce Fish

12

''.
Eo.ch 20c

.

i

n

1U

THE CASH GROCER

...

r

t

Deputy Shatilff Felipe Lopez has
lodged In the county Jail Vicente
Maostas, who was indicted by the
last grand jury on a charge of larceny. Deputy Lopez made the arrest
at Chapeiito.
,

:

naapso

?5TEQ

Is

The date for Professor E. Went-wortLayton's recital in , the Elks'
clufb house has been changed, the ev
ent being postponed. The ladles who
were to have called at the club for
tickets tomorrow are notified by the
Elks of the change tn plans.
The Las Vegas lodge of the Loyal
Order of Moose is planning a big
dance to be given in the Armory hall
on the evening of Wednesday, September 18. Good music has been
for the affair, and the balle is
looked forward to with pleasure by
the dancing people of the Meadow

mi
75c Per 8 Pound Basket

City.'"

10c Per Pound
vnu h

-

'

J.

M.

STEARNS
THINGS TO

arggygatM
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ZZm.
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n
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Dr. Frank H. H.: Roberts, president
of the New Mexico Normal University
who left this afternoon on an extend
ed trip to tho Pecos valley wheip he
will address a number of teachers'
institutes, wishes it known that the
Normal office will be open every
morning and persons having business

lAOLEiEACIIES

FANCT

.17 O Q

ITE
WHOLESALE

WBMas

.

NUT.
LUMP

AND R

with the school- can transact It by
calling at the office or by' telephone.
Dr. Roberts will be away for several
days.

Santa Fe Drakeman John W. White,
of Demlng, a patient in the local San
ta Fe boepltal, who was injured In
the Demlng yards last Friday, Is re
ported to be improving raiidly, and
Is now able to be up and around.
White sustained a cut on his heai
and a badly sprained elbow, but at
the "present rate of recovery will
soon be discharged from the hospital.
White was brought up. from Demlng
last Sunday at which time he was
suffering with a slight concussion ol
the brain.
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have on hand a complete stock of
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At Tha f.lost Reafonabls Prices
Get our quotations before buying

Phone Main 150

At

'

lm

c

Iteicj

Which are you saving?
A few centa added to your
laundry bill will be well spent
if you receive In return a service so conscientious and pains-taking that your clothes wear
four times as long.

'

Soft water, pure soap, careful
employes such service means
a weekly economy on clothes
that quickly runs Into dollars.
Why not begin this economy
this week? A phone or postal
will bring a wagon to your door
promptly.

OMTpwn

Tb, C:z2 cf fc3 Costxf EvciytMc Eetda

'

Las VclaSt'jSieam
UE-AB-

RECEIVj

E
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d
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Watermelons.

"

O

,

Celery, Radishes, Lettuce, Onions, Green
and Wax Eear.s, Cauliflower, .rainier Squash,
Tcspatoes, Cucumbers, New Cabbage.

THE

GflMF

&

I1AYVARD

CO. STORE

Laundry;"' v?f

'

.

Phoae

Cslifornia, Colorado and New f.Itxico Fruits
end Vegetables. Penchci, Plants, Pears, Apples,
VAzck Raspberries, Apricots, Cantabupes,

CBS

!

lILffl

O

r?

a

KCC3LEC

It will surprise you to see the troa-aor- s
for men at $1.G8 and $2.83, worth
twice the money, at Takhort's, Doug- MARRIAGE OF TWO POPULAR
las avenue.
YOUNG PEOPLfe CELEBRAT,
ED THIS MORNING.
Lorenzo Lopez was arretted last
evening on the charge of drunkenThe marriage of Miss Grace Ireness.' This morning Ihe was sentenced land, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
by Judge D, R. Murray to 10 days on Ireland, to John Koogler was celethe city chain gang. Jess Hunzaker, brated Wiis morning at 8 o'clock at
officer in charge of the street gang, the Ireland home on
Dpugins avenue.
made the arrest.
The ceremony was witnessed only by
metnheis of the immediate families
liie Las Vegas camp of Modern of the bridal couple. Rev J. S.
Woodmen of Amorica will meet to
Moore, rector of SL Paul's Memorial
night in the Woodmen of the World
Folchurch, officiated.
thall on Sixth street. Several candl. Episcopal
lowing the marriage ceremony a weddates will be initiated tonight and
breakfast was served at the
other business of importance will be ding
hotel.
brought before the meeting. A large
Both Mr. and Mrs. Koogler ftre
attendance is desired.
well known in Las Vegas, the former
boing a native of the city, wnile the
In accordance with the law passed
latter has resided la tihe Meadow
by the recent legislature requiring
City for the past ten years. Mrs.
banks who desire to handle state and
Koogfler is one of the- - prettiest and
county funds to furnish bonds, the most talented young ladies of the
San Miguel National bank of this city
a musician of note. The
has filed with the county clerk its city, being
bride le 20 years of age and a
bond for $98,000. The law was passnative of Idaho Springs. She received
ed aa a result of the introduction of
her primary education In the public
a bill by Senator John S. Clark of
schools of Las Vegas, later attending
East Las Vegas.
boarding school in St. Louis for two
and school in Denver one year,
years
After a delay of several days, made
She also 'studied at the New Mexico
the'
necessary by
filing of a petition Normal
University one year.
for the widening of Pacific street be
Mr. Koogler, who is 24 years of age,
fore the council of the West side,
is the son of the, late Mr. and Mrs
work has been resumed on the Dan
W. G. Koogler. He is a graduate of
The structure bor- the
zlger building.
Las Vegas High schoo. He was
ders on Pacific, street and had the
a student at Kansas university the
city council decided to grant the peti
year following his graduation here,
tion to widen tihe street, it would
later spending; two years in Chicago
have been necessary for the Danziger
'
medicine. Mr. Koogler was
Brothers to abandon that "site for studying
employed as nurse at the Santa Fe
their store building.
hospital for a ehort time, after which
he was deputy county assessor for
M. A. Bagest, who has resided in
two years. He is now in the employ
Las Vegas for the past four months, of the Santa Fe
railroad, holding the
has leased the New Optic hotel and position of car clerk.
the hostelry is now under, his man
The bridal couple left this morn
usement. Mr. iiagest is an exper ing for the Mosiman ranch on the
ienced hotel man, having been m the
headwaters of the Pecos, where they
employ of the Harvey t house system will spend ten days. They will reside
on this division
for the past ten at the Koogler residence on Columbia
years. He expects to effect a num avenue.
ber of Improvements on the hotel
building, making the hotel modern in
BEN LEWIS TO LEAVE.
every way. ,The New Optic is owned
Las Vegas is soon to lose one of its
by Mrs. S. J. Hill.
oldest and most
busi
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Remember the extra special sale on
Nazareth waletB, at the 6, 10 and 25
Cent Store.

"i

9, 1912.

OF

M

Fine and Fat,

.1

N

.

See Van Petten for lnsuranca.

xch 10c

i

FRIDAY, AUGUST

Don't forget tho big danco at Rosenthal hull toiiiRtU. Kveryone come.
i. goqU time la assured to all.

.

Ounce Fish. Nice Stock

OPTIC,

h'tia 8t

617 Dougltt

Are

a.

Cas-tenet-

enterprising
ness men, In the person of Ben Lewis,
who, on Monday or Tuesday of next
week, will leave for Anadarko, Okla.,
where he will be associated with
Nathan & DeFord, as one of the own
ers of the Fair department store. As
a business man Mr. Lewis has grown
up with Las Vegas, having) been em
ployed for the past twenty years In
the clothing business, during which
time he has not only noted the
growth of the ctiy but has seen the
waist line of many of the prominent
citizens
Increase from 29 . to bO

U

Ciasa
seiffif.--

GREET nBERGER'S

fioosier Cebirvot

Compare
This

,i

V.

.

with your Kitchen
Table
1

J.J'"

how many steps you take"
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means a trip about the room.
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The famous Hoosier Cabinet
groups everything you need in one
spot at your finger's ends.

.

Tomorrow in Albuquerque the sher
iffs and chairmen of the boards of
county commissioners of every coun
ty of the state; will meet in confer
ence with Governor McDonald. It is
understood the 'conference will be de
voted to a discussion of the salary
situation In the various counties due
,

to the veto of the salary bill by the
governor.
Sheriff Roman Gallegos
left today for Albuquerque to attend
the meeting. He was accompanied by
Patricio Sanchez and Andres Gandert,
.
..
respectively sheriff and chairman1 of Inches.
Mr. Lewis lhas been Interested in
the board of commissioners of Mora
the Hub Clothing store, and is known
county.
as one of the most enterprising and
most popular merchants of the MeadMR. GARRARD AT REST.
The furieral of the late T. W. Gar ow City. ' He has always been, and
rard, one of the oldest and moat high- doubtless will continue to be, a
ly respected citizens of Las Vegas, booster for a greater Las Vegas, and
who died suddenly last Sunday night, it la to be regretted that after so
was (held this afternoon at 2 o'clock long a residence here he has cast his
from the Garrard residence on the lot with another state and city. How
corner of Eighth street and Columbia ever, Mr. Lewis will leave the city
avenue.
Interment was in Masonic carrying with him t)he best wishes of
cemetery. Rev,, Norman
Skinner, many friends.
pastor of the First Presbyterian
MP
church, officiated at the services at
the home and pronounced benediction at the grave. Rev, J. S. Moore,
FRESH EVERY DAY
chaplain of Chapman lodge No. 2 A.
&
A. M., assisted by the officers
F.
of the lodge, held 'short but beautiful
services over the grave of their late
GOODS
brother, who had been one of the
most faithful and devoted members
of the organization.
,
Many of the friends of Mr. Garrard
Tfca
Tfco City
gathered at the home to pay their last
tributes to his memory, and many
beautiful floral pieces were received.
Members of Chapman lodge attended
the services at the home in a body
later accompanying the casket to the
cemetery.
James Garrard, the son, and Mrs.
Garrard, one of the daughters of Mr.
Garrard, were in the city to attend
the services. Mrs. C. L. Harris, an
other daughter) was unable to be in
'Las Vegas, owing to illness.

You want salt? . here it is.
Sugar, same. The whole kitchen
is brought to you just over your
work table.
...

The Hoosier
Special Saves Miles of Steps
for Tired
Keet.

'

1.00 A WEEK'

FOR.

You pay merely $1.00 for a few weeks on the famous Club Plan. The
cabinet Is delivered to your home as to scores of others. You
pay not one
penny more than the low price established everywhere by The Hoosier Mfg.,
Co. All over Las Vegas
o
people are putting the Hoosier in their homes.
well-to-d-

,

J

C.s JOIINSEN (& SON

Licensed Agents For Hoosier Kitchen Cabinets
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Finest Quality Fruits and VeFrcrn Field to Can
' getables
The Same Day,

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

BAKERY

Noted For

QUALITY

Bostin

PURITY

CLEANLINESS
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a ccjevelt
MEN
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Lots of Nice Cut Roses

Cakes
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WORKED

WITH

THE RANGE PLEDGE

ON
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.Oin anion Rolf:

national convention to hold'
personal .confexomjes with Senator
Dixon and othr leaders.
Although the acUve campaign prao1
tically has been launched' Senator Dixon said the executive committee
would not be completed unci after
a meeting In New oYrk early next'
week. Saturday the senator probably
will go to New York. There
wer'
rumors that E. II. Hooker of New
York, tentatively had been decided
upon as treasurer of the executive
committee.
Illinois
Jv.i
era have made public a tel"&ram from
Colonel Roosevelt in which the nominee expressed his
at the Illiu
nois ticket and the
gressive

.

THEIR SUPPORT

i

HIM

Chicago, Aug. 9. Weatern men who
"ran" Battle with Theodore 'Rooaer
velt on the Maltese Cross ranch near
Medora, N. D., !ifl, years a.go and who
now live In Montana, Idaho and other .states, renewed pledges of fealty
to the colonel In enthusiastic- interviews with UmV'l "L"!,"J?3 Senator
Joseph M. Dixon of Montana at proSPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S
gressive headquarters.
For pr.rtles remaining one month or
Tho headquarters were thronged
with men from the Bitter Root valloy through fie season, Addfwis Harvey's
and the Jackson's Hole country who Ranch, Cy, or call at Cutler Eros.' ofhad waited after the Hose of the pro fice 614 Lincoln avenue.
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NOW $1.25 PER DOZEN
507 5.

PEEPiY ONION & SON
SEEDSMEN
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"The Store of Satisfaction"
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P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE
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